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Expected For
Annual Farm
I Course Here
tation Will Be Host
uary 26-27 For

ram Dealing With
I Subjects

Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, Fftbruary 14, 1946
Fire Hose Used On
Winter's Worst Snow
A City crew washed the
winter's heaviest snowfall
off Main street Monday afternoon with a fire hose but
sidewalks still were icy
Tuesday morning. The 3-inch
snowfall came Sunday, accompanied by a sharp drop
in temperature, but Monday
afternoon was Spring-like •
and Tuesday was another
bright, warm day. Several
cars went off highways near
here Sunday and Monday
morning but no injuries were
reported. The snow was
general over Kentucky.

Some Of Caldwell's Fine Babies

led in the program of
-day 14th annual Short
to be held at Western
ky Experiment Substa'nceton, February 26-27,
discussions dealing with
s of tobacco, soil condairy and beef producd feed.
than 200 representative
from 40 West Kentucky
are expected to attend.
ers February 26 inclUde
L. Donovan, president of
ersity of Kentucky; gust, who will discuss "Ferfor Tobacco," Dr. W. D.
House Fact Finding Comspeaking • on "Tobacco
Resistant Varieties,"
mittee Invites Caldwell
Survant, whose subs
To Tell About Rural •
"Grasses for Western
Route Facts
v;" and W. C. Johnstone
g "More Corn from Citizens of Kentucky interestAcres."
ed in the development of unimulture in the Postwar proved roads in the State will
will be the subject of be given opportunity to particiess by Dean Thomas P. pate in a public hearing before
Feb. 27.
a special committee of the Legspeakers and their sub- islature, beginning February
18
eduled on that day are: and concluding March 1.
Purelley, "Recent Develop- pose of the hearing
is to effect
n Hay Making:" Fordyce a satisfactory bill relative
to unhe Artificial Insemina- improved
roads to present to
gram for Kentucky" and the Legislature
for passage at
the Dairy Cow;" W. P.
this session.
This is the second of a series of pictures of Princeton and Caldwell
"Postwar Plans for
County children to be run in the Princeton
The fact-finding committee on
Leader. Top row, reading from left to right, Lois Ann, daughter
ttle in Kentucky," and
of Mr. and Mrs. N. C. Oliver, Princeton; Betty,
upimproved roads was announcdaughter of Mr. and Mrs. John S. Mahan, Route 2; Brenda, daughter
ice, "The Farm Market
of Mr. and Mrs. James Hutchinson, Princeton;
ed Friday afternoon by Speaker
Peggy, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Weeks, Highlano Avenue,
for 1946."
and Gid, son of Capt. and Mrs. Gid Shelby Pool,
of the House Harry Lee WaterS.
Jefferson
street.
rogram:
field following presentation of
Second row, reading from left to right, Kerry W., son of Pvt. and
ay. February 26-10:00
Mrs. J. A. Creasey, Jr., Locust street; Gregory,
son of Mr. and Mrs. T. G. Brown, Princeton; Patricia, daug hter
rtilizers for tobacco, Mr. a House resolution Thursday by
of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Smith, S. Seminary street;
Rep.
Kerby
Jennings,
Murray,
Curtis, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Lewis, Cobb; and James, son
Hunt; 10:40 a.m., Toof Mr. and Mrs. Earl Adams, Highland Avenue.
iseases; resistant vane- demanding a public inquiry into
Third row, reading from left to right, Larry, son of S/Sgt. and Mrs.
Coy Slick, Princeton; Paul, son of Mr. and
the
disastrous
condition
of
the
Mrs. Charles Lax, Princeton; Martha, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
W. D. Valleau; 11:20
Raymond Skees, Princeton; Larry, son of F. 0. and
mud
roads.
ddress, President H. L.
Mrs. Ralph Griffin, Crider, and Teresa, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Quinn, Marion Road,
Spokesmen from Caldwell
12:00-1:20, Recess; 1:20
1 conservation and irn- county will be received by the
nt, Mr. William G. Sur. committee in the chambers of
:00 p.m.,
Grasses for the House from 9:00 a.m. to 12
Kentucky, Dr. J. T. noon, Tuesday, Feb. 19. "The
; 2:40 p.m., More corn presence of delegates from this
wer acres, Mr. W. C. county is urgent," according to
•
McGee Delivers Address, Washingto
n — AP — Presi- nevi low-cost homes; a ban on State Official Asks Aid
a statement released in Franke.
dent Truman has announced "all deferrable and non-essential
Carl Sparks Receives
sday, February 27 — fort yesterday by Chairman JenOf Kiwanians In Dea "bold" program to build 2,700,- construction" for the rest of this
m., Recent developments nings, "if the 42 percent of the
Service Award
000
new
houses
in
ciding
1946 and 1947. year.
Course
making, Professor J. B. State's rural people who live on
Princeton's three Boy Scout
It contemplates vast increases
The program was drafted by
10:40 a.m., The artificial unimproved roads expect to get troops
Gordie Young, assistant State
and its 'Cub Pack were in the output of building
mater- Wilson Wyatt, the new housing superintendent of public instruction program for Ken- relief at this session."
honored Wednesday night by an ials, with
government subsidies administrator, after five weeks' tion, was guest speaker at WedDr. Fordyce Ely; 11:20
Members of the committee observance of
National Boy Scout and other federal payments,
study and consultation with gov- nesday's meeting of the Kiwanis
griculture in the post- pointed out that interest maniWeek at Ogden Memorial Church. where necessary to
bring this ernment, business, labor and vet- Club. He told the Kiwanians that
nod, Dean Thomas P. fested in this public demonstraRev. J. Lester McGee had about
erans representatives.
12:00-1:20, Recess; 1:20 to determine the appropriation
Caldwell county is at a decisive
charge and delivered the prinIt calls for tripling the labor
Mr. Truman gave it his "com- point in education and asked aid
ding the dairy cow, Dr. tion would be a measuring stick
cipal address.
force now working on residen- plete and unqualified support" in
Ely; 2:00 p.m., Postwar and method by which road funds
of the business and professional
Scouts were awarded Merit tial construction, with wage rises a statement
r beef cattle in Kentuc- for country roads would
which urged Con- men present in furthering the
be ad- badges for varied accomplish- where necessary
as
a phase of gress to "enact promptly" the program for giving better
. P. Garrigus; 2:40 pm., ministrated.
eduments at a Court of Honor, and the recruiting campaign.
laws it will require and all civic cational opportunities to rural
market outlook for
Each member of this com- W. C. Sparks,
for the last 2
It also provides for the govern- organizations, community leaders
H. B. Price.
pupils, now being studied by a
mittee is an acknowledged sym- years chairman of
the Three Riv- ment to lend a hand in several and citizens to get behind it.
special committee headed by J.
Pethizes of a general movement ers District, BSA, Was
presented ways to stimulate the new preOf the 2,700,000 homes, all to F. Graham.
to improve Kentucky's rural a Scout statuette
for his leader- fabricated housing industry.
be "low and moderate cost", 1,Mr. Graham also spoke briefroads and an advocate of legis- ship and service
Other
steps would include 200,000 would be started in 1946
to Scouting.
ly, explaining some of the plans
lation that would insure the
Steady growth of the Boy price ceilings on building lots and and 1,500,000 in 1947,
the committee will outline as
graveling and maintenance of Scout movement
in this district, on all houses, new or old,'"more
The 1,200,000 for this year
possible for the county to adopt.
every unimproved road in• the with three new
troops and two effective price control" on mater- would include 700,000 convenHe said he believed the comstate. But, they pointed out, it new Cub packs
End Season's
ials;
continuatio
n
conof
rent
tional houses, 250,000 permanestablished durmittee would recommend a conis important that a plan be ing the last
few months, was trols; mortgage insurance up to ent pre-fabricated houses and
ule With Two
solidated high school to be built
worked out which would be ac- described by,
speakers and the ninety percent of the value .of 250,000 temporary units.
s Next Week
in or near Princeton.
ceptable to all sections of rural Scout movement
was acclaimed
s basketball Tigers won Kentucky.
J. L. Bradley, W. D. Barrows
as "the bulider of better men Paducah Jaycees To
and E. R. Ward, Providence Kithis week in two games
be the citizens of tomorrow". Meet With Local Group
wanians, were guests of the club.
all set for one of the
19 Offer Blood To
At Courthouse Tonight
highlight contests on
e court Friday night, Edmund Wood, Very
Officers and members of the
Mrs. A. H. Templeton Home
ey will be hosts to the
Paducah Junior Chamber of
From Memphis Hospital
Red Cross Distributing
III Of Typhoid Fever
Commerce will come to PrinceMrs. A. H. Templeton returned
Yellowjaekets, one of
Approximately 19 persons have
War Surplus To Hoston tonight to meet with young
teams in this section
Tuesday from the Baptist Hospigone to Hopkinsville during the
men of the community interested
tal, Memphis, Tenn., where she
pitals, Doctors
last week to offer blood transg at home from Dalton
Community Gives $1118 in forming a chapter of the Princeton's hospital and each underwent a major operation.
fusions to Edmund Wood, who
n here. They will meet physician of the county will get Her condition is reported satisnight by a- 32 to 28
To Fight Polio, County organizatio
in the county courtroom at 7:30 blood plasma, collected by the factory.
e Tigers went to Kut- has been seriously ill in the
Jennie Stewart Hospital there
Chairman Reports
o'clock; it is announced. All men Red Cross from volunteer donesday ;tight and were
the last several weeks of'typhoid
Princeton sad Caldwell county between the ages of 21 and 93 ors during the war, for
by the Lyons, . another
use in David E. Murphy Promoted
fever. It waii reported Wednes- citizens over-subscribed the goal years are invited to
David E. Murphy, Baldwin
be present, emergency cases here, Dr. W.
stronger squads hereday that Jimmie Mitchell and of $1,000 for the Infantile Par- residents of the city and
to 30. The Tigers'
county L. Cash, acting county health Avenue, Military Police Section,
sea- Claude Wood, a brother, were alysis campaign,
it was announ- alike being eligible for memberFt. Knox, has been promoted to
d is five won and six
the only persons of the same ced Tuesday by Miss Mary Wil- ship. Paul Abell, $tate vice officer, was informed this week. rank of corporal.
including the Rotary
Dr.
Cash
has
made
requition
blood type who were able to son Eldred, chairman. Receipts president of the Jaycees, is extournament, in which
for 12 units of the wartime plasgive transfusions.
were $1,118.40, she said. Amount pected to address the group.
t out in the first
ma for immediate use and this
round.
donated in coin collectors was
week the Tigers will
is to be replaced, as it is used,
$103, school cards brought $88.Shady Grove team here 212 Children Out Of
the supply on hand being suf40, and other sources, letters Vandals Steal Two
night and the Eddyville
ficient td last 5 years, he was
School
and direct donations, brought Butler Band Instrumen
With
Measles
ts
the latter's floor Friadvised.
Approximately 212 children $541.85.
t, ending their
Three band instruments were
The plasma will come here
Will Be Used To Broaden
regular
Proceeds from collections at
were
lost to the Butler High Band by Mom the Paducah Health
out of classrooms in the City
hedule. They will enDethe Capitol Theater were higher
Program For All
acts of vandalism one night last partment, distributing center for
district tournament, at schools Wednesday as result of than
in any other year, Miss
week, C. A. Horn, school super- this section of the State.
Ages, Pastor Says
bruary 27-29, March 1- an epidemic of measles which Eldred
It is
said.
intendent, said this week. One supplied without cost, except
ssible dark horse, with has grown worse in the comMemorial Methodist
Ogden
Members of the compeign
instrument was damaged past shipping charges, and
nee to get to the fin- munity the last week, school group include
was made Church recently purchased a
George Eldred,
Russell Gocdaker be- authorities said. A throat affec- C. A. Horn, Edward F. Black- use and two others were stolen, available by act of Congress. complete 16 mm DeVry alltion accompanies the disease, a burn,
The rate of distribution is one sound movie projector, sound
Billy McE1roy:1,4ra. Henry Mr. Horn said.
physician said. The chicken-pox Sevison,
unit for each four beds in a equipment and screen, According
Mrs. John Ed Yung
epidemic which began here sev- and Mrs. lley McGough.
OF Springs
hospital and one unit for each to church officials, the equipTwo From Caldwell On
ment is the latest in the field
liarvill, florist, 'Eddy- eral weeks ago has waned, it
doctor in ,the community.
and will be used by the church
.
" a patient at Mc- was reported.
Murray State Honor Roll
Murder
Thal
Postponed
in its religious education proneral Hospital, Excel;
Margaret Vernell Boaz and 1,000 Pairs Of Nylon Lost
Madisonville, Feb. 19 — Judge
grain with all age groups, pargs Mo. His condition
Mary
Nell
Princeton,
Fanner,
In Penney Store Fire
H. F. S. Bailey in Circuit Court
Farm Plan Reports
ticularly among the children and
satisfactory, and ha
here today continued the mur- were among the 109 students
Kokomo, Ind. —AP— Kokomo young people.
return home next Are Due February 21
listed
on the honor roll for the women
der trial of Billy Hankins and
are as "burnt up" as the
From time to time educational
February 21 is opening date Harold Dismang, jointly indict- fall quarter for 1943 at Murray J. C. Penney company building
and religious films will be shown
for taking farm plan reports for ed for murder in the death of State College, it was announced here over their own fire loss.
with no admission charged.
Coronation
fanners in Caldwell county. Com- Ernest Rally, who was killed in by the registrar.
Made thoroughly unusable by
Rev. J. Lester McGee, pastor
Is' AuxiliaryService
mitteemen
of the
will be in the AAA April, 1943, at Dawson Springs,
flank* and water from the fire of the church, said the addition
issionary Union, Cad- office that date and each Monthe eighth day of the May Suffers Heart Attack
to
which
destroyed
the stare were of this movie equipment wu to
1st Aseociatien, will 4o?yigeeday and fliatwdey
The
elution Sertine at Os
litareho to Naha farms*
Wylie

County Asked To
Send Delegation
To Road Hearing

ed here have
r poor power
rid will little
what we say
et what they
living, rather,
e unfinished
ht here have
. It is rather
to the great
— that from
e increased
which they
of devotion—
e that these
in vain---that
1 have a new
t government
, for the peohe earth.
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Boy Scouts, Cubs Truman Has P1 n For
County Schools
Are Honored Here 2,700 000 N Homes Are At Crossroads

s Hosts To
nia Friday

Paralysis Quota
Is Oversubscribed

Blood Plasma To
Be Supplied Here

Church Purchases
Movie Equipment

Oslo&

out Oldster* zdie
eL and Stn. IL L Putman folio
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PRAY AND PAY FOR
NEW HOSPITAL, IS
PLEA TO BAPTISTS
Solicitation or the membership of Baptist's churches
in the Lexington area began
Monday for the $1,500,000
Cen tr a 1 Baptist hospital
building fund, following a
mass rally at Calvary Baptist church Sunday.
Despite inclement weather, more than 300 persons
were present, but workers
fr'om churches outside the
city were unable to make
the trip because of bad roads.
Told by Robert Jolley, administrator of the Baptist
Memorial hospital of 'Houston, Texas, that a hospits I
is one of the finest projet
a denomination could s;
sor," the workers were
horted to "pray and

Ii

El •
to

Chapman Seen t
Sure Starter In
Race For Senate
Blue Grass Solon Denie
Hook-Up With Clement.
And J. Y. Brown As
Boom Grows

(By G. M. P.)
Talk of political candi• .ries
which has almost corn; telv
dominated all conversati;
at
Frankfort the last several v. eeks
overshadowing the work of tta
Legislature, hit a new high last
weekend when three Blue Gras:
newspapers came forth s.vith s
statements that their Cot "as'
man, the able, affable
quent Virgil Chapman, of ';•urbon county, definitely ..uld '(;
run for the Democratic senatorial'
nomination this summer,' to fill tf . •
out the remainder of the
!II
for which Baseball Comma ,ner It
A. B. "Happy" Chandlel was t(
elected.
Congressman Chapmaa who BI.,.1
has represented the farrical old giiit
Ashland district of Henry Clay un
20 years, is unquestionabl one i FuL,
of the ablest men Kentuck has 'Ea
had in Congress in his g,
tion. His is the "sil ••recitoungued" variety of or ;tory
Kentuckians dearly love al.l he, w
perhaps as no living Kentu• aian,
Do
can thrill his listeners witt the
sort of stump speeches they
crave but almost never hear
these days.
Leaders of the Democratic
party, at home and in Washing- Si.il
ton, have sought for months to
make certain of a candidate for
the Senate "who can win in
November" and wrest Chandler's Zii I,
Senate seat from the Republi- Pen.1
can who holds it by appoint- Guy
Masi
ment.
The Lexington Herald. the Sprir
Carlisle Mercury and the Stand- Mrs
ford Interior-Journal seem to Ada,
think Congressman Chapman is Glas
the man. Certainly central Ken- mom
tuckians have often enough V. F!
Mrs
(Please turn to back page)
(I'

Veterans Of Foreign
Wars To Form New
Post Here Next Week
A meeting of Veterans of
Foreign Wars will be held at the
courthouse Monday night, Feb.
18, at 7:30 o'clock, it was announced by Lawrence E. Lowery,
field extension officer, Tuesday.
A new post will be instituted,
officers elected and installed
and discussion of a proposed
cash bonus will be held at this
time.
Members of the Army, Navy,
or Marine Corps, having served
outside the continental United
States, are eligible for membership, Mr. Lowery said.

Suffers Body Burns
When Clothing Ignites
Mrs. Claude Bailey was slightly burned around the body and
on the legs when a housecoat
she was wearing caught fire
from an open grate at her home
on Route 1, Dalton, Saturday.
Her condition was reported not
to be serious at Princeton Hos.
pitol Tuesday.
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Ivan Jett Meets WI
this
Local Store Manage
for,
Ivan Jett, Georgetown,
u- gro
tive director of the Kentucky
Chain Store Council, Met
li AC'
managers of Princeton's , chain
stores Tuesday noon at the
courthouse. The Red Cross routpato and other amen
rests
were discussed.
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the brotherhood among Scouts of all nations can be the keystone of world understanding.
The Boy Scouts of America are building better men for tomorrow. The movement has the active support of business
and professional leaders of the community
who have seen its advantages and who
believe in its high purpose.
Adults can but help make the Boy
Scout program available to the boys of
the community; and, by their precept and
example, give impetus to this inspiring
movement the high ideals of which carry
promise of a better nation in a better
world.

A Requisite

kni.srur cl P. Nsitn ti
.
,

Oti

Senator C. W. Maloney, Madisonville,
has committed himself, in writing, to go
all out at this session for rural roads.
So have Rep. Alden L. Love, of Lyon
county, and Rep. Joe E. Nunn, of the
Caldwell-Trigg district.
FrOm Senator Dalph Creel, Hodgensville, a fellow newspaper publisher, and
Senator Carlos Embry, publisher of the
Ohio County News, at Beaver Dam, come
similar pledges, in reply to a letter sent
them by the writer, as an agent oft the
Kiwanis Club.
Yes, the sun shines brighter in Kentucky on the folks along the back-roads;
and when the money about to be approprjated for farm-to-market roads begins
to be spent where it will do the most
good, things will look up appreciable in
every community like Princeton, whose
well being, in boom times and in bad
years alike, is more than 80 percent dependent upon the farm people.
Several of the most controversial problems requiring solution have been disposed of by the Legislature and the
matter of highway funds will come up
soon. In the interests of the progress of
this entire community, it is highly advisable that as many good citizens as possible
let their representatives and senators
know immediately how they feel about
this vitally important matter of farm-tomarket roads.
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Dark Quotas Del

„hie .
,(,)„ „,

this team•ne conspi0 seriously
the t, imainent at
,•sson in good sportsd

a team which, when it saw victory slipping through its fingers, played the part
of poor losers.
The lengths to which a few supporters
of losing teams went, in the stands and
outside the gymnasium after the contest
had been concluded, and the booing of a
Rotarian as he presented the victors'
trophy, alike were sorry spectacles, unworthy of modern America in any competitive sport and unhelpful in promoting
good inter-town relations, or continued
interest in and attendance upon such
events as that promoted by the local
Rotarians.
And, that one adult spectator was
permitted to create a disturbance, over a
considerable period of time ... with at
least three officers of the law present,
was disgraceful. Too little law enforcement, when needed, at public gatherings
will go far toward keeping many adults
away from them; and why did not these
sworn guardians of the peace do their
duty?
Anyhow, the Rotary tournament is in
the books, the profits are in the bank,
and only the offenders against the fitness
of things have Buffeted more than temporarily as a result of the unpleasant
and unsportsmanlike behavior so widely
commented upon last week.
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Mann,
posei Varese, painter
philosopher
photographer and
Stieglitz, though to be sure
before.
You've heard them praised
aren't
You'll agree that gadgets
deny
to
hard
it
find
you'll
all;
that we are "smug and timid
contented,
. . . not happy, not
not radiant, not fearless."
But I find too often that Miller exasperates rather than persuades; he has a good case but
he muffs it; he'd rather lay
about him and prove he's angry
than take the pains to sift
arguments and prove he's right.
It's absurd to call New York
the "most horrible place in the
world," or "the most hideous."
It isn't consistent to complain of
outdoor toilets in Chicago but

ter

P,•
'-effeia;m0241.V..t
Courtesy Courier-Journal

not of the same publi
veniences in Paris; to
our slums but not
Europe; to like a Fren
but scorn an Amer
grouch about the lack
versational art without
by example what he
excoriate Detroit and
yet never say a wor
Marseille or Rouen; to
manor in the South, n
the North . . . Miller's
er is indeed a Pittsburg
and his firm is in Co
Though I agree wit
praise of France, I still
should have used a m
U. S. for travels amon
the map of Paris that h
with him.

e

"My Old Kentucky Home"

Pennyrile Postscripts
Remember that what you possess
in the world
Will be found at the day of your
death
To belong to someone else,
But what you ARE will be
YOURS forever.
—Henry Van Dyke.
* * *
If your baby's picture hasn't
been published in The Leader
yet, watch for it in subsequent
issues. We have several more
batches, of those taken here last
November by a visiting photographer, and will print them as
space permits.
*
*
*
The big town papers think the
Democrats will have a red hot
primary for the U. S. Senate
this summer, between Keen
Johnson and Virgil Chapman..
Well, it just won't happen, that's
all. Either of these gentlemen
may be a candidate, but not
both.
* * *
Looks like those who hoped
for some "ripper" legislation at
this session of the State Legislature are doomed to disappointment. The Governor has made
quite. enough mistakes to put
himself permanently behind the
8-ball, politically, without the
Democrats bothering to "rip"
him.
* * *
Baptists...and they are numerous here and elsewhere in
Kentucky, are becoming familiar
with the needs of the State in
hospitals, with campaigns being
actively waged for funds with
which to build two new health
institutions, one at Paducah, the
other at Lexington. This should
give impetus to the hospital
drive here.
*
*
*
The University of Kentucky,
expecting 4,000 in its student
body for the Spring semester,
has put quota limitations upon
out-of-state students. Dormitory
facijities, long inadequate, simply
cannot cope with present GI demands, and homes of Lexington
have taken in, apparently, all
they have rooms for.
*
* *
Mrs. G. M. Brown sent a cake,
well in advance, to her grandnephew, Staff Sgt. John G.
Pedley in France, for Christmas.
The cake came back last week,
in good condition, the soldier's
base having been changed before
the gift could arrive. Mrs. Brown
knows where this lad is now
. . . and has sent the cake overseas again.
* *
*
It was Sunday morning. He
slipped on his wife's 'robe and
went downstairs to answer the
doorbell. As he opened the door,
the ice man kissed him. Nter
giving due thought to this strange
occurence, he came to the conclusion that the ice man's wife
must have a similar robe. (Exchange)
* * *
From the pen of the soldier,
lawyer, printer and poet, Eugene F. Ware, taken from his
volume of Inimitabl
verse,
"Ironquill."

TYPE.
All night the sky was draped
In darkness thick:
From rumbling clouds imprisoned lightnings swept;
Into the printer's stick,
With energetic click,
The ranks of type into battalions
crept,
Which formed brigades while
dreaming public slept;
d ere dawn's crimson pennons
were unfurled,

By

Princetonians who like to take
Turkish baths, for their health's
sake, or ;ust to relax, will be
pleased with facilities recently
made available at Dawson
Springs, where Mr. Robinette
has the best thing of its kind
this addict knows of anywhere
in this part of the country.
* * *
Saul and Dick tried the Dawson bath-house with Pennyriler
on separate days last week . .
and each is willing to go back
for more. The steam cabinet will
certainly take your mind off
your other troubles while you're
in it.
*
*
*
A story about a Marion woman
getting her nose bitten off in a
family argument was creating
some excitement in the beauty
shop gossip circle here this week
but no details could be obtained.
*
*
*
Diseases of the heart and arteries constitute the number one
killer among life insurance policyholders today, accounting for
nearly one-third of all policyholder death annually.

Literary
Guidepost
By W. G. Rogers
NIGHT THE AIR-OONDITIONED
MARE, by Henry Miller (New Directions; $3.50).

Miller, after a decade abroad
during which his pen won him
a reputation as genius, returns
to study his native land, and his
conclusions about it and us
and the American scene in general seem to him to be summarized most aptly by the title:
"Air-Conditioned Nightmare."
As a prose writer, Miller is not
at his best while complaining
about our lack of faults. He is
at his best when he cuts loose, so
to speak, forgetting his moral,
and emphasizes his experiences;
he can for instance get you
merrily lost in words as he was
lost along western roads, and
you'll enjoy his misfortunes with
an auto.
As to his theme, I approach
it with sympathy. A new year
is here, it's time to take stock.
Miller's eye is keen, he should
be helpful. In fact he is.
You'll be glad especially to
read his unstinted praise of corn-

The Outlook is More
Cheerful for Those
Waiting for Telephone
During the past two months many thou.
sand telephones have been installed in the
territory served by Southern Bell for many
of those who have been waiting longest foc
service.
In the many places where new central office equipment must be installed—a long.
time task—we will make better progress as
more and more equipment becomes available.
However, where new buildings or building
additions are necessary still more time will be
Deeded.
We are doing everything that can be dos*
to hasten the day when all who want tele.
phone service can get it without delay.

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH C
INCORPOIRATIll

111.eNew

IIVDSONS

...
'Vete
axe

New style ... new luxuries and conveniences..
smart new colors ... important driving and comfort features! All added to the sturdy reliability
for which Hudson has always been famous!
You won't fully appreciate all that a Hudson
has to offer until you have driven it many thousands of miles. But as soon as you see these exciting
•

new cars, you will know that something important
has happened at Hudson.
This year, of all years, see the "fine car of low
price"—before ordering any car.
Offered in a Super Series and a distinguished
Commodore Series—with a choice in all models of
Super-Six or Super-Eight engine. Also a sturdy,
economical 3,4-ton Hudson Cab Pick-Up.

It's a real pleasure to announce our appointment
as a Hudson dealer. We are proud to be able to sell
such great cars.
Our service department is expertly staffed, thoroughly equipped,and stocked with genuine Hudson
parts to give you the very finest service, promptly
and rentinably. Come in and see us!

Mitchell Implement Co.
Phone 242
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17 Years Without Crime

oty Agent's] Cramps Lawyer's Style
Column

Bismark, N. D.—(1P)—Oliver
County state's attorney Burton
Wilcox is proud of hie-county's
law abiding record but he has
one complaint. It doeSn't afford
him much opportunity for perfecting his jury technique.
Wilcox, starting his 18th consecutive year as state's attorney,
never has had occasion to prosecute a criminal case before a
jury.
"We haven't had a major crime
in 17 years," he said. There have
been a few isolated instances of
petty crime but the offenders
either pleaded guilty or asked
for trial by judge without jury.

By J. F. Graham

tity Must Begin on
.Farm
are entering into a period
twar planning, seeking
'ons to problems which if
to a reasonable degree
cress will steer us toward
nod of national prosperity.
ustry, labor, agriculture,
ess and government are all
hing for solutions to probconfronting us now, and
lens that are sure to arise
agree with him.
e go further into the postThey list four fundamental
period.
facts to sustain their theory.
was interested in an article They are:
e February issue of Country
1. All of us are totally detleman written by Arthur pendent
on the farm for the
"Detroit
ett with the title
necessities of life: Food, cloththe Farm Road", an M•-• ing, much of
the shelter and
describing how a number
some of the fuel.
esearch minded top execu2. Approximately 65 percent of
are pooling their talents to the industrial raw
materials
farmers with their toughcome from the farm.
problems. The object—Pros3. Forty percent of our poputy from the ground up.
lation live on farms or rural
ey admit that their inter- areas entirely dependent on the
is selfish. It seems that Ro- farm for a living.
Kyes, president of Harry
4. Since no city in the United
on, Inc., started the first States replenishes its population,
ssion on the subject, by they must look to those in rural
' g that "Prosperity must areas to supply citizenry to the
' on the Farm". No one city.
Id be surprised at Roger
In a community like ours, we
s making such a statement, have much more at stake in
he is in a business wholly farm prosperity than does the
dent upon farmers. He is Detroit Industrialist. Approxie tractor business. The most mately 80 percent of the busiresting thing was that about ness of this community comes
executives directly or indirectly
top industrial
from the
farm. The potential possibilities
for increased business from the
farm is almost unlimited.
All-weather roads are absolutely essential to such development. They are essential to production efficiency, orderly marketing of farm products, and to
educational opportunities for our
children. The business interest
of Princeton as well as farmers
themselves have a great deal at
stake in getting farmers out of
the mud.

m. M. YOUNG
his-Chalmers
Dealer

Fredonia, Ky.

Icad

FRONT VIEW OF 1946 HUDSON SUPER-SIX

BROADBENT'S

pendable High Yielding Varieties of

HYBRID CORN
ars reasons why farmers order sad pleat BROM/OEM'S HAW SKI
year sitsr year.
1. Is county cora Hits BROADBENTS Hybrids are coashiest wisiesse.
with remarkably high yields.
2. BROADBENT'S corn is artificially dried to ism. high Tway and
germination.
3. BROADBENT'S corn is graded for width. thickeesk &saga sad
gravity— which results in excellent quality sad high steederds.
ADBENTS Certified Yellow Veriefiee ere Ky. Y102, Ky. Y103 sad IS 11.
OADBENTS Certified White Varieties are Ky. 69, Ky. 721 awl 14. XI
OADBENT'S Hybrid corn Is grown in Kentucky aed is espis4ally et/opted
ntucky growing and soil conditions. Buy BROADBENT'S Hybrid Had Gore hem
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Ky. Farm News

It is estimated that products
produced last year by Adair
Fred Pearcy of Wayne county county 4-H club members had
a value of approximately $40,primed 1,704 pounds of tobacco,
000.
to bring the total yield, from one
and one tenth acres, to 2,862
pounds.
Cecil Purcell, a Utopia club
member in Grayson county, has
purchased 16 calves to feed;
his brother Malcolm, a 4-Her,
is feeding five calves.
The Wallonia Homemakers'
Club in Trigg County has redecorated a school room as a
community center through the
cooperation of the local school
board.
E. B. Anderson of Daviess
county has completed building
eight farrowing houses according
to plans supplied by his county
agent.
The sale of milk and cream
brought $278,428 to RockcastleSouthern Madison counties last
year.
Approximately 800 farmers
grew burley tobacco in McCracken county last year, Ky.
16 and Ky. 41 A varieties being
the most popular.
Hart county farmers who
bought 800 Western ewe lambs
report being well pleased with
them.

NI/

BROADBENT'S
HYBRIDS

tc-••

hr.

Farrell pradley, president of
the Union 4-H Club in Lee county marketed 1,272 pounds of tobacco from one and three-tenth
acres.

Announcement. .

•

FARMERS, AUTO OWNERS:

The new 1946 Hudson Super-Six,
graphically illustrating the completely new front end desian, and
postwar smartness resulting from
creation of a more massive appearance. New lines give the entire
car that low-longer appearance. At
center, head-lamp level, is the
newly designed adaptation of the

Hudson triangle emblem,mounted
on a heavy cross bar topping the
grill, and indirectly lighted from
the rear. Bumpers are heavy, wide
and very long, and the sealedbeam head-lamps we of oval design,each carrying the well-known
Hudson emblem at the bottom.'
The factory is now shipping cars.

ews From The Past

We have a New Business now ready to serve you.
Bring your AUTO trouble to us — your broken FARM
MACHINERY or anything that needs repair. We
will work for a very reasonable price — Welding
guaranteed. Quick and satisfactory service. We will
appreciate serving you.

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters,
shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them
k Princeton, Ky. June 1, 1923. nerson of Paducah returned
Princeton folk will note with home Wednesday after a week's he war, magnesium "fought" as an
ingredient in fire-bombs, but
pride the fact that the Rev. S. pleasant visit here with her
now, in magnesium arsenate it
aunt,
Mrs
B.
M.
Stone.
B. Lander is now a Doctor of
resumes its peace-time job of
Divinity. The degree was conferPrinceton,
Ky.
August 10, 1923. killing bean beetles, without
red by Dr. Campbell, at the closharming bean leaves.
ing exercises of the Kentucky Miss Bernie Simms arrived
Copper Oxide-Yellow When
home
Wednesday
from
the
ConWesleyan College at Winchester.
copper became a war metal, this
servatory
of
Music
in
PhiladelTwo weeks ago Dr. Lander
substitute for bordeaux but free
delivered an address here during phia. She will leave for Coal- of its failings, was withdrawn
ville,
W.
Va.
September 1, where
commencement week. He is a
she will have supervision of from civilian use. Now it's back
native
Caldwell
countain,
It may be had in its pure form
and a courteous, kindly gentle- public school music.
for making liquid spray which,
man as well as m eminent theoPrinceton, Ky. August 10, 1923. if cream of rotenone is added,
logian.
Dr. W. T. Baker, of Louisville. becomes a cure-all for all insects and all leaf-spotting disPrinceton, Ky. June 1, 1923. is at home for a few days.
eases. It comes also in readyClaim Agent Small, of the Illimixed dust, combined
yith
nois Central and his tissistant,
rotenone or with pyrethrum, to
Mrs. Forest Terry, of Princeton,
make a convenient means for
were in Sturgis last week lookkeeping vegetable gardens free
By
John
S.
Gardner, Kentucky of all chewing and sucking ining up some claims. After their
College of Agriculture and
business had been transacted
sects and the leaf-spots. It comes,
Home Economics
Mrs. Terry said she jolted beautitoo, combined with cryolite, the
fully and wheezed heavenly, "in
With snow flying as it is relatively non-poisonous control
the editor's old Ford in company
while this is being written, it for chewing insects, this combiwith Misses Beatrice Faulk and
might appear absurd to discuss nation serving againet the leafKathryn Gill. —Sturgis. News- garden
pests. But there are spotting diseases, as well.
Democrat.
things that forehanded gardners
will enjoy learning now to prePrinceton, Ky. June 1, 1923. pare them
for the vegetable inMiss Mildred Pool returned sects and diseases
when they
from Nashville, Tenn. yestertay, come. And,
surely they will
where she was a student at come.
Ward-Belmont.
DDT. This "wonder insecticide," as the newspapers have it,
Princeton, Ky. August 7, 1923. although excellent for controlling
Miss Zonweiss Claycombe, of various household pests, has litProvidence, arrived Wednesday tle value in a vegetable garden.
for a visit to her sister, Mrs. R. B. True, it stops Colorado beetles
Ratliff.
and fleabeetles on potatoes, but
so do any of the arsenates.
Princeton, Ky. August 10, 1923. While it kills striped beetles on
Mr. and Mrs. T P. Taylor, John cucumbers and melons, it kills
‘04 Inctintas Taxeki
McCormick, Lee Wyatt, Mr. and the plants as well. Too, DDT has
if you need some extra money
Mrs. William McCargo and Wil- no effect whatever on Mexican
to help pay your income ten—
burn Crowe, of Se3;tshurg, at- beetles on beans. For the presor other taxes—come in or
teended the Pettit sale here last ent, the part of wisdom is to
phone for a loan sow. Cash
advanced for this or any other
Monday.
continue with the "oldfashioned"
need or emergency. Pros,
— -remedies the Experiment Staprivate service.
4 Princeton, Ky. August 10, 1923. tion recommends.
Miss Evelyn Amass, of HopkinsRotenone. The pre-war dust,
ville, after a pleasant visit to her
or 1 percent strength is back
aunt, Miss Margie Amoss, went again, to replace the war-strength
to Cadiz for a visit to Miss Mar- dust with which gardeners more
tha
Kelly
before returning or less contented themselves. Finance Corp. of Ky.
home.
Also back is cream of rotenone,
George A. Pottinger, Mgr.
the. form used in making liquid
Princeton, Kentucky
-1 Princeton, Ky. August 24, 1923. sprays.
Magnesium Arsenate. During
Misses Ethel and Berdie Van-

Respectfully yours,

MORSE REPAIRS
4 mi. North — P'ton Shady Grove Rd.
(HAMPTON MORSE, Owner)

MILK...
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THE GARDEN

Is an Important
Winter Food
Milk builds resistance to colds . . . and Pasteurized Milk contains a wealth of invigorating food value. It contains sturdy
health, rugged health that fights off colds and other ailments.
Milk has often been called the "perfect food" . . . and not without reason ... for it contains all the Vitamins and Minerals known
to be beneficial to growing children and hard working men and
women.

LOANS

Our Pasteurization process assures you milk at its best and purest
... Milk made safe with the only milk purifying process recognized
by medical authorities.

atliff Hardware Co.
Princeton, Ky.

Greater corn production on less
acres is the goal in Caldwell
county, where 90 percent of row
crop land in the past has been
in corn.

Give your family Pasteurized Milk
.today . . . and every day!

niersiale

KY

)
U

GET OUR PASTEURIZED PRODUCTS
from your nearest Grocer.

Princeton Cream & Butter Co.

"• •

FIELD SEED
for Spring Sowing
lll
SOW MITCHELL'S DEPENDABLE FIELD SEED
OUR STOCKS ARE COMPLETE AT THIS TIME
•

Alfalfa
(Oklahoma Approved) Stock Limited

Phone 161

Power Production Under State Control.
Failed To Support German War Effort;
U.S. Companies Justified Faith In Them

'ff

Red Clover

CULTIVATI
A
RICH MARKET

Korean Lespedeza

r

No. 1 and No. 2
WI.

•sso.

Sweet Clover
White Dutch Clover
Timothy
Red Top

Two Illinois

Central representatives recently
completed a four-month fact-finding tour of
th America.

Kentucky Blue Grass
Tobacco'Seed

They found a rich
and friendly postwar
market eagerly awaiting cultivation by
the
en,progressive people of our own Middle
West and South ...a
market that should
elf)swell payrolls and pocketbooks
all along
e Illinois Central,
full report of the survey
will soon be avail.
le to all
those the Illinois Central serves. It
offered as another of many progressive servcea by which

the Illinois Central intends to
your continued patronage and fric_xlship.
11. A.JOIRIETOR
nesidwe

(Burley) No. 16 White and 41-A

Ammonium Nitrate and Vigoro
Plant Bed Fertilizer

ILLINOIS
CINTRAL
SUITS1111

MITCHELL
IMPLEMENT CO.
Princeton, Ky.

VERYONE knows electricity
— plenty of power supplied
by business managed utilities when and where it was
needed — helped the United
States defeat its fascist enemies.
Few realize that lack of sufficient electric power hastened
Germany's collapse.
In our country, the electric
companies cooperated voluntarily in maintaining adequate service threugh interconnecting lines,
with a government agency serving in an advisory capacity. In
Nazi Germany, the government
took full control of the entire
utility system with a so-called
"national load dispatcher" in
charge.

E

(Northern Grown)

Phone 242

Plenty Of Power In U. B. A.
WHAT was the result? Every
" American war plant had all
the electric power it needed. All
other businesses were supplied
in normal manner. No home
owner was required to ration his
use of electricity.
How did Germany fare, with
Its government control of all
utilities?
The report of the
United &ate, Strategic Bombing
Surety tells the story:
"At the outbreak of the war,
there was no surplus of electric
imeril7 (in Germany) and due
to the =petted= of a short
war, no particular snorts were
made at drat to increase capacity. As the war extended,
alrentsous 'Corti were mad., but

it was impossible to supply the the war. This experience and
increased demand.
the special privileges TVA has
acquired bear out the prophetic
Germans Rationed Power
wisdom of Thomas A. Edison,
44CURTAILMENT of rationing who said:
became more severe and pro- "When the Government goes
longed as the war continued and Into business it can always shift
a continuous curtailment of 10 its losses to the taxpayers. If it
per cent prevailed, with curtail- goes into the power business it
ments in the peak periods often can pretend to sell cheap power
exceeding 30 per cent. This de- and then cover up its losses.
gree of curtailment would have, "The Government never really
of necessity, been far more se- goes into business, for it never
vere had it not been for the makes ends meet, and that is the
destruction of energy-consuming first requisite of business. It
industrial plants by serial attack. just mixes a little business with
The losses of electric energy by a lot of politics and no one ever.
bombing did not produce a% gets a chance to find out which:
greater eoonomic effect only be- is actually going on."
cause there was an equal and
It's Phony Economy
greater loss of demand caused
by the aerial bombing of indus- THE cOmparative records of
electric power production
try."
Careful planning and willing this coer.try, under free enter-.1
cooperation of business manage- prise, and Germany, under stet*
ment, backed by loyal employes control, tell the story. Govern
gave our nation an increasing ment-opersted power projectsi
supply of electric power. Ger- cannot match the efficiency at
many, with state control of its those under business manage..
entire electric industry, failed ment. When they undersell, they
miserably in its effort to do shift their losses to the taspay.
likewise and lost the vital :Attie ens, as Edison foresaw they
for production — and the war. would.
The safe road to community
Taxpayers Are Lasers
progress and national prospenityl
is worth noting that • gov-. Is the free enterprise route; n
ernrnent power project in this the bypath@ that lead into
country, the Tennessee Valley cialiam.
Authority, had to call upon business-managed utilities to help
Advertisement of
meet a power shortage on Its
Kititecky
tacel
li
pi
lefrota
lor Company)
Uses during the early period

F
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Deaths-Funerals

Butler High Newsli Fredonia News

Mrs. Jack Rogers
Mrs. Jack Rogers died at the
home of her son, Bud Rogers,
Cerulean, February 8.
A daughter of Finis and
Miranda Rogers, of the Pleasant
Grove community, she was the
former Josephine Rogers. She
was a member of Pleasant Grove
Baptist Church.
Survivors are a daughter, Mrs.
Otho Stewart, and a son, Bud
Rogers; three brothers, John, L.
W. and Hershell, and two sisters,
Mrs. Arnanthas Baker and Mrs.
Rose Storms, all of the Pleasant
Grove community. Several grandchildren and great-grandchildren
also survive.
Interment was in Rogers cemetery, Pleasant Grove.

Dottie Deen and Bob Taylor
Reporters

John P. Morgan
Funeral services for John P.
Morgan, 89, who was found dead
Saturday morning in his room
at the Henrietta Hotel,.were held
at Morgan's Funeral Home Sunday, with the Rev. Olen Sisk
officiating.
Survivors are three sons, Will
and Jim, Princeton, and another who jives in St. Louis.
Burial was in Marion.

JOHNNY HOP? AND "CHIP"— Johnny Hopp, 29-year-old major league slugger, romps in his Hastings, Neb., home with son
John Cotney after learning the St. Louis Cardinals have sold
him to the Boston Braves. Hopp, happy to be with the Braves
says his I8-month-old son is chip off the old block and will be
a baseball player. (AP Wirephoto)

Mrs. Mollie Dunning
Mrs. Mollie Dunning, 80, died
Saturday at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. James Bright, of
the White Sulphur community.
Other survivors are two sisters,
Mrs. Jim Bright and Mrs. Mose
Watson, Princeton.
Funeral services were held at
Morgan's Funeral Home Sunday
afternoon, with the Rev. Olen
Sisk in charge.
Burial was in Meeks cemetery.

well, Detroit, Mich., died at his
home there last Thursday. Funeral services were held at MorMonday,
gan's Funeral Home
with burial in Cedar Hill cemetery.

Mrs. S. A. Lanier

Funeral services for Mrs. S. A.
Lanier, 87, who died at her
home near Fredonia last WedJames E. Tackwell
James Eldon Tackwell, Jr., nesday, were held Friday at the
son of Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Tack- Fredonia Baptist Church. Burial
was in Babb cemetery, Crittenden county.

Mrs. Annie C. Sell

_Fag

ERASER
47

Funeral services were conducted at Liberty Baptist Church
Sunday afternoon for Mrs. Annie
Carter Sell, who died at the

pleat mum
101 INT AND TYPIWEITEll

matettl
PROPEL—REPEL
.1

EAST AND EFFICIENT
USERS SAYi leaves paper

choose — -No saw* se ars.
Dew copies" — "Erases aegis
Meer wahout armies shiskr-r•
"finest wooer 1 awe triosr-'Trouts arrylain free aory mow
fore, •••••0 from neraL"
WE SAY, Buy a PUSH-ERASER
today. N yea area', deloghred
with it, we will reread Sur pot.

IFcr
Sale!
ALFALFA
HAY

cI ats prim
•
ERASERS EACII • • SOC

Buitis

a h.. 254

"Mail Orders Filled Promptly"

CORNETTE'S
STATIONERS
702 So. Main

Store Ne. 2

HOPKINSVILLE,

KENTUCKY

Brookmeyer
Drug Store
Fredonia, Ky.

Nice four-room dwelling; located on Brown
street. See or call

John E. Young
Insurance and Real Estate
Phone 25

S. Harrison St.

FEELING FINE, SHE GIVES
RETONGA FULL CREDIT
Scarcely .Ate A Meal
Without Distress And
Got So She Didn't Care
Whether Mealtime Came Or
Not. Regains 10 Lbs.
Of Lost Weight'.

.itsiereorn

home of her daughter, Mrs.
Lonnie Lewis, Akron, 0., Febru- Wrecker Will Do
ary 6. Rev. H. G. M. Hatler and Something Constructive
Rev. Reed Woodall were in
Nashville, Tenn. —AP— The
charge.
housing shortage has 'turned
Born in 1870, Mrs. Sell was a Charles H. Burke, building
daughter of the late William H. wrecker who advertises "Burke
and Elizabeth Ingram Carter. wrecks another one," to thitiking
She was the third of 10 children, along constructive lines.
seven preceding her in death.
He took out a building perShe professed faith in Christ in mit to erect an eight-room, ;16,the
with
united
early life, and
000 residence.
White Sulphur Baptist Church,
later moving her membership
Massachusetts had only one
to Liberty Baptist Church.
state park in 1920.
She married, in 1899, John
W. Sell, who preceded her in
death 16 years ago. To this
union, four children were born.
A daughter, Virgie, died in 1909.
Two of her seven grandchildren,
Evelyn Ray and Ralph Porter
Sell, also preceded her death.
Survivors are two sons, Porter M. and W. Ernest Sell, Small shipments being rePrinceton; a daughter, Mrs. ceived ...
Elizabeth Lewis, Akron, 0., five
Burner Hot Plates
grandchildren, Mrs. Dan Witwer Single
and Mrs. James Egan, Akron, O.;
Mrs. William D. Burke, Cadiz;
Murray W. and William E., of
Double Burner Hot Plate
Princeton; two great grandsons, Three-speed unit — all porJames Egan and Charles Witwer, celain and chromium top.
Akron, 0.; two sisters, Mrs.
$3.95
Georgia Cash, Princeton, and
Mrs. Birch Mosley, Brookfield,
Electric Space neaten
Md.
Church
in
was
Liberty
Burial
Cemetery.
Electric Heating Pads

GINGER BOWS
OSA TIMBER
WRITER MOOD
11211 1011115011

Mrs. Nora C. Calvert
Funeral services for Mrs.
Nora Choate Calvert, 35, who
died at her home on N. Donivan
street Monday morning after a
brief illness of asthma, were
held at Morgan's Funeral Home
Wednesday afternoon at 2 o'clock, with the Rev. J. Lester
McGee officiating.
Mrs. Calvert' is survived by
her. father, Steve Cboate, Princeton; three sisters, Mrs. Cleard
Smith, White plains; Mrs. Grady
Hensley, Lakeport,. Tex., and
Mrs. Louise Hall, St. Louis, Mo.,
and two brothers, Clarence and
Shirley, Princeton.
Burial was in 'Cedar Hill
Cemetery. -

IS GETTING UP MONTS
GETTING YOU DOWN?
Timm& say fames doctor's

could eat a hearty meal withdiscovery gives blessed relief from
out distress afterwards. I sleep
kW*"a the bladder caused by
splendidly, I don't feel restless
excesrecidity in the whom
like I did and I have already
Whir
ii•Nor arallessly
us.
regained ten lb.. That terrible rum-dews
fss4i.g Inma ewes
swim*, et pp. pa.
constipation is relieved, too. I
a
1wasm cool'.
feel like a different person, and
011
See
I cannot praise Retonga half
enough."
Retonga is intended to relieve
distress due to lord of appetite,
Insufficient flow of gastric
taereme
juices in the stomach. Vitamin
deficiency
and
13-1
constipation.
Accept no substitute. Re
• Obtafine4 at Da

ire

HITT°

Gas has more than 20
dustrial uses.

STOP TERMITE HMI
TERMINL1C inspectors
thoroughly trained in th
per and complete meth
detecting termites in any
of construction. Call us
for a free inspecton
is no obligation.

ma, Wash., are visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. , Ray Blackburn.
Miss Lema S. Cruce, of Clarksville, Tenn., visited her sister,
Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett and Mr.
Bennett last weekend.

PRINCETON LUMBER
Phone 240
Authorized Repreeentatlee
Ohio Valley Termini. Co,

RE

SATURDAY
FEBRUARY 16

FLYING FISTS—DANGEROUS ROMAN
•

t

tORLDORf

IN THU

.ii•
Edward ARNOLD
51111. TNAXSII
X•rlor CUDAT
NN °rehears

ROCKIE
A

CAPITOL

Republic Picture

Plus These Added Units!
CARTOON —"THE CAT WHO CAME BACK"
CHAPTER 7 —"ZORRO'S BLACK WHIP"

5DAYS! Star
SUN.,FEB. 1

First Kentucky Showing Outside City of Louisville

dwill*
4a4
1

3:0

BING'S BEST! He's atone in a woman's
world, father of a "Family" of 411 loveable,
mischievous kids1

INCOMPARABLE

INGRID! Phew so radiant ... so beau-

Broilm aster -

Funeral services for Mrs. Elmer Ladd, 41, who died at her
home at Cedar Bluff Monday
night, were held at the home
Wednesday afternoon. Mrs. Ladd
had been in ill health for several months and at the time of
her death, had been ill of asthma
and measles.
Mrs. Ladd is survived by her
husband, parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Graves Newsom; four children,
three grandchildren, a brother
and a sister.
Newsom
Burial wit:. in
cemetery.

Norfolk,. Va. —AP — Clyde
McCulluough, catcher of the Chiguys
cago Cubs, differs with the
picking the Cardinals to win the
1946 National League pennant.
Clyde, visiting here, where he
plans to make his home, said if
Hiram Bithorn returns to pitching form, the Cubs will repeat.

CIIPITEIL

PLEASE NOTE SHOW TIME FOR THIS ATTRACTION
MATINEE—Open 2:30. Feature Starts at 2:45
NIGHT—Open 6:30. Features at 7:00 - 9:10

$3.39 and $3.95

Greennock, Soothnd— AP —
"I will neither marry nor bury
you nor baptize your children,"
the Rev. J. Noel Lyth wrote
his' parishioners, "unless xour
claim in terms of church-going
is good. I am on strike."

Fletcher

HURRY! LAST 2 DAYS
TODAY & FRIDAY

—

Altar Halter

Mrs. Carl

will spend a few weeks.
Mrs. C. W. Dilworth is spending a few days in Louisville
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
T. H. Hazelit.
Is
Carner
Hampton
VSIrs.
visiting her brother, Mr. Ellis
Carner and Mrs. Carner, in Detroit for a few weeks.
Mrs. Cyrce Moore was the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. 'Arnold
Buckalew in Evansville, Ind. a
few days last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul West, who
have just returned from Yaka-

Electric
Appliances

Charles Brockmeyer, Jr. Mrs. Elmer Ladd

For Sale

"The beat favor I Can do any• one who suffers as I did is to
tell them to try Retonga," gratefully declares Mrs. Carl Fletcher,
well-known resident of Route 2,
Discussing
Clarksville. Tenn.
her case, Mrs. Fletcher happily
continued: ,
"For 'about three, years it
'seemed to tne that I scarcely
• ;;Ide * meal Without distress from
ioüj Stornach and gas pains aft'erwerds. I did not care whether
1-time came or not. I rarely
the whole night through
I Mrver felt relaxed. SlugsilisMnation caused me so
that I was almost
liMidives. 1 lest tweet.
lbs. and felt worn-out almost
the point of exhaustion.
• prompt relief Retonga
me was a great and pleasI soon began to

Friday was the day for the
"Teen-age Club" meeting to
to elect officers and make a
few plans for 1946. Officers
elected are as follows: President,
Jimmy Franklin; vice president,
Jo Ann Pickering; secretary,
Dotty Deen; treasurer, Clemma
Joyce Keeney.
Our little "Lightning Bugs"
(Future Homemakers of America) have volunteered to make
and bring sandwiches, hot dogs,
and hamburgers to be sold. All
the money will go to the Tiger's
Den treasury.
• • •
Cherry pies and toy hatchets
are in the making for the Sophmores George Washington party!
• • •
Quite a few Butler students
and Princeton citizens were
,----etators at the game between
University of Kentucky and Vanderlsilt basketball teams at
Paducah Saturday night. Almost
r whole section was filled with
Princetonians.
• • •
Butler has three games this
week; Dalton, Kuttawa and
Fredonia, but Pep Chapel will
not be held until Friday.

By Dorothy Brasher
/Rev. and Mrs. C. W. Dilworth
were the Wednesday dinner
guests of Mrs. J. B. Sory and
Mies Dora Young.
k'Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Johnson,
weekend
of Paducah, were
guests of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Cort Henson.
air. Lawrence Baldwin ,of
gowling Green, visited Mr. and
Mrs. T. W. Grubbs one day
last week.
Virgil Fuller left Sunday for
San Francisco, Calif., where he

Picks Cubs To Repeat

tiful . . . so inspired ...

—
$8.95 to $11.95
—
$5.25 and $3.95
Pin-up Lamp _
$2.95 to $3.95
Table Lamps —
$8.95
Infra Red Ray Lamp —
$5.D5
Radio Batteries
and Radio Service

in this, her

greatest portrayal,

Rainbow Productions, Inc.

Presents

G
CROSBY*BER
in
LEO McCAREY'S

Just received shipments New
Radio Batteries for 911 Makes
Radio.
If your radio needs tubes
or repairs, bring to us for
reliable service at a reasonable charge.

0614
;

IN IllOPHINSVILLE
IT'S

Cayce - Yost Co.

icSY•

Radio and Electrical
Appliances

1

- RELIEF for
RUPTURE!
"4
..:oming Thurs., Feb.21

with

HENRY TRAVERS
WILLIAM GARGAN
Produced and Directed by Leo McCarey
Screen Play by Dudley Nichols • Story by Leo McCaw

W. L. ASPY

goloorog through

Dobbs Truss Technician
Will Be at the

HENRIETTA HOTEL
To Demonstrate and Fit
the DOBBS Truss j
▪

DOBBS-NO
TRUSSES
Call and See the New

BULB
—NO BELT
—NO STRAP

The Dobbs Truss has no
bulbs or knobs to painfully
spread and irritate the
rupture opening. bat um
a simple masave pad (like
the palm of your hand) to
gently but firmly held the
rupture in place, without
SLIPPING. Marla 1111.11,
111.5$. Double. 17.51. Abo
SiellitHee and Abdominal

es—s.

rite

IF
DOBBS TRUSS CO.
6111 Sei
Lesslevilie, Er..

Directed by
the Inimitable

LEO McCAR
Ub.IlO VIVID yo
"Going My Way

POSITIVELY
NO ADVANCE
IN PRICES!

PLEASE NOTE THE EARLY MATINEE SHOW FOR THIS ATTRAC
SUNDAY (Continuous) FEATURES at 1:40-4:07-6:34 -9:
MONDAY through THURSDAY
MATINEE—.115 and 3:25
EVENING --7:00 and 9
Attend the esatima whefs •
the night crowds!

inspec
trained in
orripiete
errnites in '
ction. Call us
e in,specton,
ation.

oft — Tudor

he wedding of Miss Ethel E.
tt and Mr. Kelsie 0. Tudor
k place at 3:30 o'clock at the
at Baptist Church Sunday afteon, with the Rev. H. G. M.
tier officiating, using the
gle ring ceremony. Mrs. Here M. Davis presided at the
an and Mr. Rumsey Taylor
g nuptial selections.
or her wedding Mrs. Tudor
re a sky blue suit with black
ssories. She carried a white
le in one hand, and her core was of red rosebuds. Miss
neva Scott was her sister's
id of honor. She wore a melon
t with black accessories and
corsage was of gardenias.
harles Campbell Awls Mr. Tu's best man.
rs. Tudor is an employe of
Southern Bell Telephone Co.,
Mr. Tudor, of Cedar Bluff
ne Co. He was recently disrged from the Army.
he couple is at home at Young
artments, Washington street.

ssell — Pruitt
r. and Mrs. Charles Russell,
ute 3, announce the marriage
their daughter, Earnestine, to
. Thomas Pruitt, son of Mr.
Mrs. Noah Pruitt, PrinceFebruary 9, at Murray, with
Rev. C. A. Riggs performthe double ring ceremony.
r. and Mrs. Elliott Pruitt
ved as best man and matron
honor.
he bride wore a suit of light
e with black accessories. The
tron of honor wore a black
t with matching accessories.
. and Mrs. Pruitt left imiately for a brief wedding
to Jackson, Tenn., after
ich they will be at home in
ucah.

errell — Phelps
• June Sherrell and Mr.
les Phelps were married
uary 30, m Hopkinsville, by
ty Judge Stephen P. White.
ttendantS were Mr. and Mrs.
ton Sullivan.
he bride is a daughter of
. and Mrs. Glendel Sherrell
the bridegroom, a son of
. and Mrs. Monroe Phelps,
of Fredonia, Route 1.

At The Churches

THE OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST CHURCH
J. Lester McGee, minister
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Harry Long, supt.
Morning Worship 10:55 a.m.
Sermon: "Why Methodist Baptize By Sprinkling"
Youth Fellowship Hour opens
with the "Snack" at 5:30 p.m.
Evening Worship 7:00 pm.
Sermon: "Specializing In The
Impossible"
Circle 2 meets Monday night.
Layman's Day, Sunday, Feb.
24th.
THE CENTRAL
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
9:45 Sunday School
10:45 Morning Worship
7:00 Evening Worship

TWINS ARRIVE ON QUEEN MARY — Santo Dinara holds his
4-months-old twin sons, John and Santo, Jr., for the first time
after the liner Queen Mary docked at New York with British
brides. His wife Lily, 21, looks on. The Dinaras will live in
Bellport, Long Island, N. Y. (AP Wirephoto)
Feb. 5, for its regular monthly
meeting, with seven members
and a visitor present.
The devotional, from II Peter,
was given by Mrs. Jacob and
Mrs. Claude Koltinsky had
charge of the program, assisted
by Mrs. William Larkin, Gwen
Booker, Melville Young and
Mary Wilson Baker.
Present were Mesdames Alvin
Lisanby, Claude Koltinsky, William Larkins, Robert Jacob;
Misses
Mary Wilson
Baker,
Gwen Booker
and
Melville
Young. Mrs. R. S. Jacob, Sr. was
a visitor.
The hostess, assisted by Mrs.
Larkin and Mrs. R. S. Jacob, Sr.,
served a plate lunch.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
11:50 a.m. Marning Service
6:45 p.m. Training Union
7:30 Evening Warship

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Chas. P. Brooks, Pastor
Legion Auxiliary Plans
9:45 Bible School
11:00 Morning Worship
For Annual Poppy Sale
The American Leigon Auxil- 7:00 Evening Worship
iary met Thursday night, Feb.
7, at the home of Mrs. G. R. Mrs. Parsley Heads
Newman and Mrs. Harry Long,
Cave street, with 17 members So And Sew Club
At a meeting of the So and
present.
During the buisness session Sew Club Thursday afternoon,
members voted to order 3,000 Feb. 7, at the home of Mrs. Robpoppies for the annual Poppy ert Parsley, Franklin street, new
Day sale in May. Information has officers for the coming year were
already been received by club elected. They are: Mrs. Parsley,
members that veterans in hospi- president; Mrs. J. H. Stinebaugh,
pitals are increasing production vice-president; Mrs. Delmar
of these this year.
Shortt, secretary-treasurer, and
The program, on "American Mrs. C. E. Kercheval, reporter.
Activities," was given by Mrs.
Following a social period, a
R. D. Leech, Americanism chair- salad course was served to Mesman.
dames Sam Jones, Hugh Skees,
Refreshments were served to Delmar Shortt, Robert Drake, J.
Mesdames S. A. Beckner, Ernest H. Stinebaugh and C. E. KerChildress, J. E. Eison, W. G. cheval.
Larkins, R. D. Leech, Alvin
The next meeting will be held
Lisanby, R. W. Lisanby, Frank Tuesday, Feb. 19, at the home
Morgan, A, C. Nuckols, D. E. of Mrs. Hugh Skeees, 305 N.
Tudor, C. M. Vinson, Shelby Seminary street.
Strong, Claude Anderson, R. M.
Catlett and Leonard Groom.
The March meeting will be
held at the home of Mrs. Leonard Groom, N. Harrison street,
when a pot-luck supper will be
served.

Johannesburg —AP— An expectant mother living near Harrismith started for a maternity
home in an automobile. The car
stuck in the mud. Her husband
hurried her back to the farmhouse and telephoned a doctor.
The doctor's car struck in the
mud. So the husband served as
midwife hirnself—following telephone instructions from a nurse.
Hie Moon Circle
When the doctor finally came,
e Lottie Moon Circle of the the mother had borne an eightBaptist Church met at the pound boy.
Miss Martha Shultz spent last
e of Mrs. Robert Jacob, S.
week-end at her home in Harterson street, Tuesday night, Everybody reads The Leader! ford.

The Leader
Congratulates
Mr. and Mrs. William F.
AdamS, Franklin street, on the
birth of a daughter, Jennifer
Lou, February 7, at Princeton
Hospital.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Tilford Holeman,
Dawson Springs, Route 3, on the
birth of a daughter, Shirley
Gayle, January 30.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Underhill,
Route 3, on the birth of a daughter, February 1. She has been
named Paulette.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Noel,
S. Harrison street, on the birth
of a son, Douglas Floyd, February 3.
• • •

other relatives here this week.
Have
They will return home Sunday Yes, We
with Mr. O'Hara, who will ar- No Banana Splits
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Wahltelid rive Satiirday.
Montrose, Colo. —)P)--- A girl
• • •
and little son, Bobby, Peoria,
laid a banana on a soda fountain
Ill., are visiting her parents, Mr. /Mrs. Fred Taylor is improved counter, ordered it used in a
and Mrs. C. S. Collier, Hopkins- after a serious illness of flu at banana split, and thereby started
ville street. Mr. Wahfeld was her home on S. Seminary street. a local custom at fountains short
recently discharged from the
of the fruit. Every Tuesday in
• • •
Army after being stationed in v Mrs. Anna Harper and Mrs. Montrose is banana split day—
England. Mrs. Wahlfeld is the J. W. Mattingly, Hopkinsville, for those' who bring their own
former Betty Collier.
spent last week-end here as day night for a two week's visit
• • •
guests of Mrs. Harper's sister, with her mother, Mrs. Cecil
.1 Mrs. Al Thomas Page returned Mrs. B. J. Jones, Washington
Moore, W. Market street.
from Washington, D. C. Sunday street.
• • •
• • •
after a two weeks' visit with
/Mr. and Mrs. Bill Roper, Hopher husband, Pfc Page, who is / Mrs. James McKienzie, the for- kinsville, were guests' of her
stationed in the Army there.
mer Dixie Vivian Moore, Phoe- sister, Mrs. Mallie Dixon, Me• • •
nix, Ariz., arrived last Wednes- chanic street, last week-end.
Miss Jaunita Baker:, Louisville,
was a recent visitor here.
A. • • •
Mrs. An O'Hara and son,
Johnny, Nashville, are visiting
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. O'Hari, and

Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Edward
Patterson, Route 1, on the birth
of a daughter, Virginia Lois,
February 3.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Rufus
Dillingham, Route 3, on the
birth of a daughter, Hilda Ruth,
February 3.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Luther
Cotton, Route 3, on the birth of
a daughter, February 11. She
has been named Jo Ann.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. John Wilkes
Milstead, S. Harrison street, on
the birth of a son, Thomas
Frank, February 1.
• • •

The smartest Sp-e-Otaioiii this
spring will be in polished calf
with walltoes and perforadona
clear through the lining. The
shoe illustrated is a perfect
example. We have it.

Mr. and Mrs. Guy Blythe,
Brewer Bldg., on the birth of a
son, Guy Clifton, Jr., February

First With First Aid
Cumberland, Md. —AP-- H.
Lee Sillcox, Red Cross first aid
chairman, happened along just in
time. Sillcox was waiting for an
ambulance to go on a call when
a woman walked out of a nearby
doctor's office and fainted.
Mrs. H. M. Stembridge
He stepped up, caught her,
607 Madisonville St.
put her into the ambulance and
Princeton, Ky.
Tel. 268
took her home.

CHAR'S

Refreshing New Styles
In Both Straws and Felts
Very special hats for this very special Spring. Come
see our delightful Spring line-up of frothy sailors
lush flower toques,delightfuly different straws
and fabric charmers.Try yours on todayfind the hat to capture his eye, captivate his heart, here! And see their
sweet and low price.
=Left; "STREAMLINER" $19.95. Center: "STITCH-RICH" $14.95. Righb
" Rayon Gabardine.
"BOW- HEMIAN" $17.95. Of
Unconditionally washable. Juniot Sizes 9 to 15.

re,
timessret oat

"LIMITED' —each style is o frm.of-a-Isind original Exclusisto with

Thursday, February 14, 19
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY.
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ON
WASHINGT
Stinnett

Smoked 30 Years
Homemakers News ToHe Keep
A Veteran Warm

KENTUCKY'S
STATE PARKS
SYSTEM

' Brazil, Ind. — (IP) — Mrs.
sent a quilt on its
Bethany, 2:00 p.m., Friday, Frank Busboy
veterans hospital in a
a
to
way
Strong,
L.
E.
Mrs.
15,
February
90-year trail of tobacco smoke.
all fresh recruits the now genhostess.
particularly good reason,
-- Uniform To University erous provisions for a free eduOtter Pond, 2:00 p.m., Tues- For no
started saving empty
husband
her
day, February 19, Mrs. Homet.
Washington — From all re- cation—or at least one so nearly
tobacco bags when he took up
and
-stokers
furnace
that
hostess.
free
adjutant
Mitchell,
the
ports coming into
30 years ago. Then the
way
Crider, 2:00 pni., Wednesday, smoking
general's office at the War De- table-waiters working their
came along, and
shortage
textile
years
20
to
Glenn,
five
W.
college
February 20, Mrs. W.
partment here, the greatest ap- through
into the bags,
ripped
Busbey
Mrs.
it
considered
hostess.
peal factors in the Army's new ago would have
ironed them,
and
them
State
Parks
Kentucky
washed
Director
By
DYCHE,
RUSSELL
lawFriendship, 2:00 p.m., Thursvoluntary enlistment program a sleigh ride to a doctor's,
into her
them
of
185
put
and
For almost two years now, I have been contributing to Kentucxy day, February 21, Mrs. Floyd
are: (1) a free higher education yer's or merchant's degree.
newspapers illustrated articles about our several State Parka. Now
patchwork gift.
17
a
many
there's
Apparently
hostess.
trades
when you get out; (2)
I would writs of the whole, of Kentucky's State Parks SYSTEM; and Hunter,
upon it that you might more easily visualize that system, a map of the State
Hopkinsville Rd., 2:00 p.m., Three talks on Central Ameriand technical training while in or 18-year-old looking
Recruittoday.
is shown with a few of It. cities for orientation. Also shown are the Friday, February 22, Mrs. Don can countries were given.
service or—we might add—(3) the same way
three classifications of properties operated by Division of State Parka.
ing officers are reporting thousThose present were: Mrs. El;i both.
Parks, indicated by squares, are: 1 Audubon at Henderson; 3 But- Boitnott, hostess.
youngsters
where
cases
of
ands
at Carrollton; 4 Columbus-Belmont at Columbus; 5 Cumberland
ler
interestparticularly
mer Jenkins, Mrs. Dewey JenThis is
•
been Falls; 8 Dawson Springs; 7 Levi Jackson Wilderness. Road near Lon- Eddy Creek
kins, Mrs. Elvie Strong, Mrs.
ing, since colleges and univer- without ready funds have
don; 12 Natural Bridge; 141 Pine Mountain near Pineville; 20 Pennyrile
Eddy Creek Homemakers held
Easby high school and near
sities all over the country are advised
Dawson Springs, and 21 Kentucky Lake near Murray. Shrines their regular meeting Thursday Harve Nichols, Mrs. Fred
to and Memorials, indicated by triangles, are: 8 Lincoln Homestead near
Oates, Mrs.
Champ
Mrs.
ley,
reporting the first wave of an freshman college counsellors
erroneously shown as monument; 11 My Old Kentucky afternoon at the home of Mrs. Lloyd Beck and Mrs. Lewis Jenavalanche of dischargees taking take a year-and -a-half to three Springfield,
J. I. Lester. The program for
and Home at Bardstown; 13 Old Mulkey Meeting Howse near Tompkinsservices
armed
the
in
years
educational
the
of
advantage
ville; 15 Pioneer Memorial at Harrodsburg; 17 Dr. Thomas Walker near the afternoon consisted of a les- kins.
free
for
educations
near
House
their
Whitley
19
William
finish
Danville;
at
18
of
Weisiger
Bill
Barbourville;
Our next meeting will be with
provisions of the GI
Crab Orchard. And Monuments: 9 Jefferson Davis at Fairview; 18 Per- son in pattern cutting given by Mrs. Elvie Strong on February 15.
Rights. With demobilization at later on.
Battlefield
between Mrs. Cook Oliver and a reading
ryville Battlefield at Perryville and 2 Blue Licks
The details of the educational Paris
its peak and voluntary enlistand Maysville. (Mammoth Cave National Park, serving an iden- on Central American countries
nients in the armed services provisions of the amended GI tical purpose as State Parks, is shown as No. 22.)
These are the properties. Given comparable development and like given by Mrs. Martin Oliver.
(the benefits accrue to all Bill of Rights are too complioperation they become Kentucky's State Park System.
Mrs. Glycon Gresham led the
for
but
here,
into
go
to
cated
at
holding
branches, of course)
'
Ask
Why a State Park System? Briefly it might be stated: Te pro- social hour which concluded the
of
length
upon
to
based
visitors
to
and
attract
periods
vide a fuller life for the people of Kentucky;
7. an amazing level, the educators
our commerce may be greatly increased and new indus- program.
are faced with seven of the fat- service, the government pays our State that
,
and citizens brought to Kentucky. Space permits only a few
tries
The hostess served refreshschool
tuition up to $500 per
PERMANENT TENURE
test years in history.
statements, possibly somewhat disconnected, relative to the more im- ments to Mesdames Cook Oliver,
Congress, eager to avoid ex- year in any accredited college portant aspects( of operation of this State Park System.
Positions in local and field offiGresham,
Glyoon
Gresham,
C.
The twenty properties now operated by UB are representative of the J.
ces of Department of Welfare
tension of the draft and hoping or university, plus $65 a month,
best Kentucky has to offer in scenic beauty and grandeur, early archi- W. H. Tandy, Ira Cotton, S. J.
and the Unemployment Comto dodge the even greater poli- if single; $90, if married. At tecture, historical significance, cultural and Industrial development, vaand
pensation Commission:—Clerks,
Oliver
Cook
Satterfield,
enthree-year
top
of
ical,
cation facilities and opportunities for a variety of recreation—"phys
tical hazard of voting on uni- the end
Typists, Stenographers, $100adjournclub
The
Beck.
State
Lloyd
that
map
shows
The
and
spiritual."
intellectual
48
cultural,
social,
200; Machine Operators, $110versal military training, passed listments, a man may have
Parks are quite equitably distributed in every section excepting only ed to meet February 28 with
170; Accounting positions, $120the Voluntary Recruitment act months of schooling under these extreme Eastern and Northeastern Kentucky. That every Kentuckian
Oliver.
285; Statisticians, 5180 - 285;
Cook
Mrs.
property
next
the
terms.
believe
we
service,
same
1945.
the
6,
Oct.
law
approximately
have
became
may
which
Interviewers, $130-260; ReferFor three years from Oct. 6, accepted should be in Northeastern Kentucky, and that no other should Bethany
What Congress did was to exee, 5200-225; Field Worker,
areas have been fully developed.
present
the
until
accepted
be
because
longer,
even
5150-175; Child Welfare Worktend the GI Bill of Rights, with 1946—and
orto
called
was
Kentucky's failure to procure the share of the nation's "tourist
meeting
The
ers, 5125-280.
certain additional inducements the educational benefits don't business" her scenery, romance, rich legend and important history der by the chairman, the roll
Merit System examinations will
failure to properly develop and operate
to all persons who enlisted or need to be taken immediately— would indicate, parallels her
be given March 23 in Ashland,
called by the secretary. The
shown
that
has
was
states
other
in
Experience
System.
Park
State
her
Bowling Green, Covington,
reenlisted in the armed forces young men and women will be good parks with desirable vacation facilities, properly publicized, are the lesson on the placing and cutFrankfort, Hazard, Hopkinsentering or reentering colleges nucleus of a tourist trade that is profitable to every kind of business
within a year.
by
given
was
patterns
of
ting
ville, Louisville, Mayfield, Midand that private development of satisfactory
This, of course, extended to at the expense of Uncle Sam. and every class of citizen,
by
Morehead, Owensboro,
assisted
Jenkins
dlesboro,
tourist accommodations is a corollary to publicly operated recreation Mrs. Elmer
Pikeville, Richmond, Somerset.
and vacation areas. Kentucky's limited experience is similar.
the home agent. The marking of
Last fiscal year our Park operating expenditures exceeded oper- darts, buttonholes, etc., were 'il- ... For full particulars and applications write Personnel Exating income by only $21,308.96; and preliminary figures on the calenamination Supervisor, 107 New
dar year are even more encouraging. However, it must be stated that lustrated by chalk, tailor tacks
Office Building, Frankfort, APrepairs and improvements were far short of depreciation; and that and pins. Different seams and
directors,
PLY NOWI FINAL DATE
certain expected services, such as naturalists and recreation
bastings were demonstrated.
FOR FILING, FEBRUARY 28,
were not furnished. In response to a request by the Governor's Com1948.
mittee on Need, on Aug. 1, 1945, I submitted memoranda indicating
operation,
for
$75,989.00
a desirable and reasonable appropriation of
minimum
a
and
years,
two
the
of
each
for
renewals
and
maintenance
capital outlay for the biennium of 8521,775.00, as necessary to preserve
and get intended use of what we have, and provide necessary improvements to round out the more essential park facilities. Other projects
listed as being desirable for the immediate future and which might well
To Those Who
be undertaken in this biennium, amounted to $537,000. The same program was submitted to the Legislative Council. With these improverelieves promptly beCreomuLslon
ments we would have a State Park System adequate for the State's cause it goes right to the seat of the
Remember
trouble to help loosen and expel
needs and comparing favorably with those of neighboring states.
A number of State shrines, monuments and museums, by their vary germ laden phlegm, and aid nature
nature, cannot be expected to be self-sustaining. But the proposed to soothe and heal raw, tender, inmemprogram would make reasonably sure that Parks providing physical flamed bronchial mucous sell
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must
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derstanding
what
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be
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Parks
State
Kentucky
a profit-88,045.20.
quickly allays the cough or you are
Kentuckians would have them be.
Back in business after
to have your money back.
The monarch butterfly has
Feather Bed Makers:
For same
been known to attack a hum- for Coughs,Chest Colds,Bronchitis four years.
mingbird.
Here's Your Man
good coal —
Fort Atkinson, Wis. — (A') —
mildly
even
isn't
Hausen
Ernie
concerned over the news that a
CALL COLLECT
wonderful new machine has been
built to remove feathers from
chickens five times faster than
by hand.
Ernie is the world's champion
chicken-picker. He can do the job
Phone 2595
with his hands in three and onehalf seconds. He's 60 years old
St. Charles, Ky.
now and has been meeting all
challengers for 20 years. He picks
SEEMESEES1218181810.1SNEMEMEENISEMERESEEEMEMIRE181818.101-21-08151-ES chickens by the hundreds just
to keep in practice. He'll do it
blind-folded or wearing handcuffs.
Hausen dips the chickens in
164-degree water, quickly runs
his large,
powerful fingers
across the wings, from the tips
inward; does the same with the
legs, finally peels the feathers
from the hack and breast. Suddenly the bird is as bare as a
billard ball. It doesn't have to
be singed.
Mechanized farm operators should use part of their
He tells of picking 1,472 birds
time during the winter months to check the tires on their
in seven hours and 45 minutes
tractors, in the opinion of C & L Tractor Co., Princeton,
in a contest.
Ferguson System dealer here.

By Jack

1 Homemakers' Schedule

JOB

OPPORTUNITIES

SHORTT & PRUETT
ELECTRIC CO.

Relief At Last
For Your Cough

• Electrical Contractors
REPAIR WORK

Good Coal

CREOMULSION

113 Market Street

J. T. Robinson

Open For Service Year Round

Dawson Springs Bath House
Phone 3041

Mineral Water Baths—First Class Attendants
Room and Sits Balli
Tubs—Steam Cabinets — Hot
Sweedish Massages

H. E. ROBINETT, Prop.

High Grade

Fertilize
High Grade Fertilizers pay big div
dends when used on your 'crops. Fe
your land and your land will feed yo
We have plenty of high grade fertilize
phosphate and Ammonium Nitrate
lotted us to supply our 1946 Spring an
Summer trade.
Come in and place your order with
now and get an early delivery and ha
your fertilizers when needed.
We are now taking orders for Fun
G Hibrid Seed Corn.
We have the following:
Red Clover
Sweet Clover
Red Top
Timothy

He points out that longer life and more economical
operations are based upon sImple precautions like putting
anti-freeze into water filled tires, repairing injured tires,
keeping accurate tire pressure and storing the vehicle properly.
Denatured alcohol or calcium chloride are satisfactory
anti-freeze agents, according to C SC L Tractor Co., Princeton. Calcium is practical as it is heavier than water when
dissolved, adds to the weight per gallon, and does not harm
the tube. He warns that in preparing the solution, water
should be poured • into the container first, then proper
amount of calcium cloride added.
Injured tires should be taken to a reliable service station for permanent repair, C & L Tractor Co., Princeton
says. Although temporary repair may be made by the farmer. If the side wall or dead rubber is cut through and
fabric exposed, the cut should be washed out with gasoline
and filled with tread-cut repair gum to prevent moisture
and dirt working in and damaging the fabric.
Makeshift repair for cuts and cord body breaks can be
made by installing a cemented cord patch on the inside,
and filling in the outside of the injury with tread cut repair gum.
Pointing out that both over-inflation and under-inflation are harmful to tires, the Ferguson dealer urges that
a low-pressure gauge be used' to check pressure at least
once weekly.
As unprotected tires will deteriorate nearly as rapidly
e idle as when in normal use, the tractor shourd be
jacked up and the tires covered with old sacks when not
In use.

C.& L. Tractor Co.
Allows

Prineeton, Hy.

$3.
4.

Hog Supplement

Wheat Shorts2.

Robinson Im lemen
Company
John Deere Farm Equipment
GMC Motor Trucks

Wayne Fe

Funk's Hybtids — VC Fertilizers

Phone 127-J

Princeton,

Tax Payers

Time To Strike
Op_ The Love Front
Gary, Ind. —(IP)— A striking
steelworker used his idle time
to smooth out domestic difficulties.
He asked Paul R. Piazza, Lake
Superior court judge pro tern, to
dismiss his divore suit, explaining he and his wife had become
reconciled.
Judge Piazza nodded approvingly and told the workman he
needn't pay attorney fees until
after the strike.

-*LAST

LONGER

N EW
*Loort •LIKE
INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

SUTHO SUDS. INCORPORATED

fice

Only a short time left before all unpaid taxes for 1945 will be

SELL YOUR TOBACCO
Where Your Neighbors Sell
with

Moss, Heltsley and Frankel

and save money.
The law requires all male persons between the ages of 21 and 65
to pay a poll tax. Your property or salary is subject to execution

I am compelled to collect the taxes, and please call and pay your
taxes to avoid advertisement.

(BURLEY AND DARK TOBACCO)
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
Second and Virginia Streets

advertised and sold. This means additional expense. Pay now

to satisfy this bill.

Phone 974

We have space for 200,000 lbs. of Burley

Duke Davenport, Mgr.

Blue Gr
Orchard Grass
Rye Grass
Korean

Egg mash, 100-lb. bag

PHONE 38

Attention Tractor
Owners:

MUNN and POPLAR STS.

You will receive °serious treatment and the highest
artist pries for your Maw.

Mitchell Oil
Ex-Sheriff Caldwell Copnt

Pleasant Grove

Evolution of Valentines,
From Frills To Big Bussiness
small mirrors, painted and enAP Newateaturea)
ameled miniatures.
New York — Valentine-mak- Struck Solemn Notes
Being
Replace Men
ing is now a $10 million a year
In these, the messages were
industry in America—and old laboriously penned in, handwritbilized, Build Force
valentines, like etchings and ing being a polite accomplisheel Requirements
stamps, are cherished collectors' ment and apt to give the donor
'items.
an edge in his or her suit. Few
omic Age
Recently the widow of a fam- had separate envelopes. They
uccess of the Army's
ous Cleveland collector, going were folded and sealed with
'de recruiting program
blind, agreed to relinquish her wax.
to our tremendous task
husband's famous early valenThough the messages were ofng the peace," declared
tines only because she could no ten dolorous ("So may my love
t Truman in a statement
longer see them.
smile till life is closed and angel
blic today.
This collection and that of hands have crowned her!") they
esident stressed the fact
Dr. Stanley Curtis of Youngs- never were intended to be funArmy faces a vital twotown, Ohio were sold to Arthur ny. Comic valentines did not
npower problem—to reD. Norcross, a shy, dignified appear before the end of the
pidly demobilized men,
man who has been as influential 19th century.
build an Army to meet
These were single pieces of
te requirements, at home FOUND STRANGLED--Mary as any other person in making
road—until long-range Lou Jenkins (above), 20, was the practice of sending cards a paper, very cheap in appearance
rms and military poli- found dead in her Columbia, year-round habit. Norcross now and printing. Cartoons, they
Mo., home. Coroner E. J. Ward owns 3700 valentines, the old- bore sarcastic verses which were
worked out.
iastic public support said she was raped and strang- est, a fairly primitive -one of a deliberate slam at the recipied imperative to insure led with a piece of lamp cord. hei.rts and arrows, dating to ent—school teacher, policeman,
1740.
inued success of the re- (AP Wirephoto)
or "stuck-up." The 1946 comic
For some of them tha Massa- verse is kinder, pokes fun at the
campaign, the President
United States must maintain its chusetts man has paid more than
sender rather than the recipient.
of the utmost import- military strength—to insure our $100.
The origin of St. Valentine's
Day, a combination of ornithoat the American people national security and to promote Fanciest Brought $50
The finest and laciest hand- logy and paganism, is undocund the status and signi- world order.
"Such grave responsibilities made valentines, which often mented. The Romans observed
of our Regular Army,"
sident said in his state- obviously cannot be met by any- sold originally for as much as that birds mated about the 14th
`It, will be the duty of thing less than the highest cali- $50, were made before 1860. of February and considered this
lunteer Army to help ber of men. For this reason, I Then the art hit a slump, as manifestation of nature an omen
the freedoms and main- asked Congress for legislation to the designs became merely or- from the gods. So they held
peace we have won at increase the opportunities of the nate and pretentious.
their feast of Lupercalia, dediAbout 1880, professional artists cated to Pan and Juno at this
soldier in the Regular Army.
t a cost.
ic power has increased This legislation has been passed were called in to design them, time.
: and is now and their standard generally imthan decreased the ne- and signed by me
Maidens put their names in a
proved.
for our preparation, both in effect.
box in the market place, to be
Manufacturers now classify
"In serving his country, a man
,power and material. In
,ing atomic age, the can now get good pay, education, their cards_ in revealing groups:
The "honey" cards, slangy and
Need'a
impudent, sold to bobby soxers;
the "pretties" or whimsies of
Black-Draught is
cunning kittens and other cute
1-Usually prompt
subjects; the sweetheart cards
2-Usually thorough
which are the most sentimental
3-Always economical
and
are
sold
to
all
ages.
you
Have
realized
building
costs
that
your
.
.
Despite variations in sentiment and taste, valentines have
ve risen from 30% to 60%?
changed little in a hundred years,
Early 18th century makers used
satin panels, handpainted ruffles,
ease your insurance to cover this increase?
round nosegays, silk fringes,
(By Willis
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travel and security—with family
allowances for his dependents
anii a new 20-year retirement
plan that cOmpares with or exceeds anything in American industry. These, and the many
other advantages of the new Regular Army, should be
made
known to all our servicemen and
their families.
"The Army has embarke,d upon a world-wide campaign to
enlist enough men so that, in
demobilizing, we shall not strip
our services below the peacetime need. It is imperative that
public support be given to this
program. We must replace as
soon as possible men who have
served long and arduously, and
who wish to return to civil life.
We must also build an Army
of volunteers adequate to all
requirements — at home and
abroad — until the long-range
peace terms and military policies are worked out.
"I hope that every individual
and group will give earnest and
enthusiastic co-operation to this
great effort to rebuild our Regular Army. The success of this
campaign is vital to the performance of our tremendous task
'of securing the peace."

STOMACH ULCERS
EXCESS ACID
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work had interfered with longtime plans to be baptized.

Includes dwelling and barn -- all good land.

C. A. WOODALL
Insurance and Real Estate
Princeton, Ky.

Demobilization
Rings Wedding Bells
London—(W)—British girls got
the husbands they waited for, reports the Ministry of Health.
Since the troops started returning for demobilization, weddings
have boomed. Tabulations show
that in July, August and September 1945 there were 118,723
marriages-36,421 more than the
same period of 1944.

Phones 54, Res.

Iii the

lam
Monninc
COAL NEATER
Have Astounded the Notion!
Model 1201I

Of

Hundreds of thousands in use! Holds 100 lbs.
of coal. Semi-automatic, magazine feed. Heats all
day and night without refueling. Burns any kind
of coal-no clinkers. Its patented construction
assures remarkable results with big fuel savings.
Be sure to get the Genuine WARM MORNING.
On display now.

Modern life with its hurry and worry,
irregular habits, improper eating and
drinking—its risk of exposure and infeetion—throws heavy strain on the work
of the kidneys. They are apt to become
over-taxed and fall to alter excess acid
and other impurities from the life-giving
blood.
You may suffer nagging backache,
headache, dissiness, getting up nights,
leg pains, swelling—feel constantly
tired, nervous, all worn out. Other signs
of kidney or bladder disorder are sometimes burning, scanty or too frequent
urination.
Try Doan's PiUs. Doon's help the
kidneys to pass off harmful excess body
waste. They have had more than half a
century of public approval. Are cocoon
mended Ly grateful users everywhere.
Ask your mighborI

I-ILA -1- 1E1PS
For the first time in many months we are able to give immediate delivery on Model 520 Warm Morning Heaters. Hun-

in Hopkinsville it's

/ have now returned to
my former occupation
of selling and serviceing
the

Electrolux
Air, Purifier and Cleaner
Call

M. I. Hulan
Princeton

Hopkinsville

HARDWARE — SEED — STONE

icorson
for

omen's
ear

Radiators!
Is your car, truck or tractor radiator heating or leaking?
If so, don't punish your
motor further. Let us clean
and repair it the modern way.
Satisfaction

guaranteed.

Sisk Motor Co.

exclusively yours

FOR PRIVATE SALE!
May Warn of Disordered
Kidney Action

DOAN'S Pills

dreds of thousands in use. Holds 100 lbs. coal, semi-automatic
magazine feed.

Hopkinsville
,9LA

incorporated

When cooking a large volume
of food, lower the temperature
as heat will penetrate a large
mass slowly and overcook the
outside before the inside is done.

string bag?

We have all styles, in colors sure to please;
beauties in durable PLASTIC PATENT, fabrics,
and genuine leather.

PIMPLES

QUICIMIEUEF FROM

Also 84 A. on Wilson Warehouse Road.
$2,200

draw-

o 2R652:1. Nr
.
s:

John Davis & Son

Farmersville News

$12,000

dle ... or in the shape

B.

In all price ranges.
See us before buying.

Lemon Juice Recipe Checks
Rheumatic Pain Quickly

Exclusive HEATING
PRINCIPLES

Let

Monuments

mumps.
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Mrs. L. W. Rogers spent last Vise swop back. Ask kW Mown today, sun.
STORE
DAWSON'S
DRUG
Wednesday at Jennie Stewart
Hospital. with Mrs. Carl Rogers.
DESIGNER PREDICTS BARE BOSOMS FOR WOMEN — HollyDesmond Hensley has been ill
wood designer Renie forecasts that American women are going with flu the last week.
to wear evening gowns with exposed bosoms. Displayed at
Mrs. Imogene Haile and little
suffer from rheumatic, arthriHollywood, Calif., on a model (center) is what may be expected daughter, Berylgene, spent last tisIf oryou neuritis
pain. try this simple
in the future. At left is Jane Greer, while at right Myrna Dell week with Mrs. Wallace Oden. inexpensive home recipe that thousand*
package
of Roll
using. Get a
are
Wears a flapper type dress that was the rage after World War
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Oden Compound. a 2 weeks' supply today. Mit
add the
of
water,
a
quart
it
with
I. (AP Wirephoto)
and children are visiting Mr. Juice of 4 lemona. Iea easy, pleasant
and no trouble at all. You need only 1
and
Mrs.
Desmond
Hensley.
drawn by the young men seektableapoonfuls two times • day. Often
Mrs. Verta Storms, of Denver, within 48 hours — sometimes over'
ing partners for the festivities.
results are obtained.
night — splendid
Colo., has been visiting her If
kave
rot
quickly
pains
do
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Three Christian martyrs bore
Brown
By
Sue
and if you do not feel better, Rota
father,
Mr.
0.
W.
Dunning.
the name of St. Valentine and
will corn you nothing to try as it is
Dick Alexander spent this
Mr. Hollis Oden, who has been sold by your druggist , under an absoeach was killed in 270 A.D. durRu•Ex
guarantee.
monerback
lute
week with relatives here.
in service, is back home.
Compound is for sale and recommended by
ing the religious persecutions
Miss Otie Brown returned
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wesley
Ladd
STORE
DRUG
DAWSON'S
of Claudius II. But the most rohome Tuesday from Paducah.
have returned to Denver, Colo.,
was a handsome
mantic one
Mrs. William Egbert and Miss
youth condemned to die on the Elizabeth Young spent Thursday after spending some time with
Appian Way. While waiting ex- night with Rev. and Mrs. H. his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hu- Symptoms of Distress Arising from
bert Ladd. Wesley spent nearly
ecution he fell in love with his A. Egbert.
3 years in service.
'keeper's daughter and wrote her
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Sigler
DUE TO
love letters or valentines.
and daughter, Peggy Faye, spent
Chaucer, Ben Johnson, Shakes- this week with Mr. and Mrs. Makes Things Hot
FrealooliTellsofiloosTroatnimdthat
Must Help or It Will Cost You BMW,
peare, Pepys referred to St. Val- Loyd Mitchell and family.
To Get Home
Over two million bottles ofthe WILLILED
antine's Day. All of them knew
Shirley McChesney has been
TREATMENT have been sold for
Everett, Wash. — (1P) — Vern sym
It as an occasion in which real ill with measles.
proposals of marriage were exLouise Hobby spent Friday Welch, 19, a fireman second
Sam or Besot
anxchanged in hand-painted art.
night with Doris and Gloria class in the Navy, was so
30-day
ious
to
get
home
on
a
which tour
Valentines, like taxes, are Rowland.
for •Wiikwors
exclaim Shia tns$.sesI-ksS- as
here to stay, though — unlike
Louise Mitchell spent Friday leave that he helped fire the
STORE
DRUG
DAWSON'S
train which brought him up
taxes — they are not to be tak- night with Sue Brown,
en too seriously.
Pat Vanhooser is home on from San Francisco. He took the
fireman's place when the crewfurlough.
man was injured suddenly at a
Everybody reads The Leader!
bridge damaged by a western
Better Late Than Never Oregon flood. And he kept the
Hunington, Ind.— (JP) —John boilers hot until the next roundMcVoy, who was born in mov- house was reached.
'
ered wagon while his parents
were immigrating westward, celebrated his 99th birthday by being
Every
baptized in St. Peter's EvangeliItem
Penn
Csawd
cal Lutheran church. Guest at a
Ji
Guaranteed
near Marion with $7,500 birthday dinner, the aged forPrinceton, Ky
Phone 212
mer railway worker said his

LAXATIVE?

r Funk'

By Miss Nola Wilson
mergolTs.
JOhnnie-Rogefs
i""=
.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Aaron
Rogers Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Shellie Wyatt
spent Sunday with Mr. Edd
Gresham and family.
Miss Gwendolyn Ladd has
been visiting her mother, Mrs. C.
R. Overby.
Mrs. Care Rogers underwent,
an operation for tumor at Jennie Stewart Hospital last Wednesday. She is improving.
Mr. Williard Hendricks spent
Saturday night with Waylon
Rogers.
Mr. Cordez Dunning, of Denver, Colo., is visiting relatives
a
in this community.
Little Leroy Hart has recovered from measles.
Mrs. Clint Ladd has had

Phone 231

The J. L. Small Residence
Located at 423 East Main Street
Princeton Ky.
This is a ten room house including
the Bath
The main floor consists of eight rooms including the large bath room and sun room;
there is also a glass inclosed back porch and
regular front porch; the upstairs is divided into
two large rooms.
The home has all modern conveniences including gas furnace, cedar lined closets and
other improvements not usually found in the
ordinary home.
It is now being used as two apartments
with connecting bath; one consists of six rooms,
including the sun room and the two upstairs
rooms; the other has three rooms. They each
have separate entrances and meters for gas
and electricity.
If interested call or see

ALVIN LISANBY

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Surplus Navy Clothing
Is Coming On Market
1 With OPA Price Tags

twelfth century tribesmen in
Cpnsumer purchase studies
the Central Urals had shoes with show that families with incomes
inch-thick Iron soles which wore of $1,000 or under spend someFarm Agent Ray C. Hopper so well they were sometimes what under six percent of their ,
of Warren county reports on the passed along for several genera- income for automotive transporfarming practices of 11 farmers tions.
tation.
in the Browning community:
"All of the 11 farmers last
year used bordeaux on their
plant beds, they grew hybrid
corn and used phenothiazine in
treating their sheep. Three of
them bought stripping lights,
five started registered herds of
Although the war is over Uncle Sam
beef cattle and five sold eggs
to the cooperative store.
needs waste greases for many uses. So keep
"Six hundred acres in the community have been planted to
saving grease, and call in your dead stock
cover crops, 25 acres were seeded
to the KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS.
to alfalfa last fall, 26 acres of
permanent pasture havelaeen
We will remove all dead stock promptly and
started and 20 acres of vetch
free of charge.
and rye planted for seed."

Warren Farmers
Make Good Record

Work clothing declared surplus by the Navy is coming into
local markets tagged with dollar and cent retail ceiling prices,
shameful lack of educa- OPA announced.
facilities in backward disApproximately 9,000,000 chamin Kentucky is largely a bray and 4,360,000
utility shirts
of bad roads. Read this with a ceiling
price of $1.05
Mrs. Leslie Powell of Olm- each, 1,850,000
utility jackets and
: "My children do not at- 3,300,000 utility trousers
with
school very regular. As ceilings of $1.75
each, and 8,have about three-quarters 000,000 dungaree
trousers at $1.50
mile of mud road, they each will be
disposed of to
to walk to meet the bus. wholesalers and
retailers by the
go to school at Olmstead. War Assets Corporation.
le living on this road—it is
The shirts are made of plain
blic road—have offered to weave carded cotton,
the jackets
to get it piked, but the and utility trousers
of cotton
ty does not do it.
twill, and the dungaree trousers
a
bus
ey have
on the or cotton denim. The
chambray
, that belongs to some per- shirts and dungaree
trouaers are
not the county. It's a wreck Indigo blue and the
other items
should be in the junk yard. olive drab.
broke down half the time.
Look for the retail ceiling
children nave had to walk price tag when
buying, OPA sugseveral times when it gests.
$4,700 SERGEANT RE-ENLISTS — S/Sgt. Anthony R. Schiavoni, who will make $4,700 a year
e down — sometimes three
with family allotments, overseas flight pay, figures the Army is the best place for him and he
from home, and it would on themselves to consolidate the has re-enlisted. Grouped around Sgt. Schiavoni, in Cleveland, Ohio, are (left to right): Back row;
fter dark when they came schools they took the job of Anthony Jr., 8; Abbie Jean, 10; Sgt. Schiavoni; his wife; Orlando, 13; Kathleen, 6; Front row;
And some mornings they furnishing ways for the children James, 4; Marilyn, 2; and Charles, 5. Another child is not present. (AP Wirephoto)
d stand out waiting for the to get to the schools."
Ed Rittenberry writes:
and from three to five children
until 10 or 11 o'clock, and
4-H'ers Produce Food
Energetic Homemakers
"I live in what is known as going to it. I have two myself
times it wouldn't come at
Almost 13,000 quarts of fruits
So who can blame some Happy Hollow, near Auburn. We that go. They walk over a mile Restore Old Furniture
and vegetables were canned by
Although it is five years since
sits for not sending their did have a school at this place in mud up to their I flees and
up to a year ago. We don't have wade creeks. They have one the Mayslick Homemakers' Club 220 4-H club 'Oils in Owen counren to school at all?
last year. They also made
'hen the county took it up- any school this year. We did more week of this and school in Mason county studied the re- ty
everything we could to get the will be out. Most people don't finishing of furniture, three of 191 new garments and rem-xleled
county to furnish us a teacher. bother to send their children to the members have continued to 37. Other projects completed by
They wouldn't do it. "The peo- school at all. They can't read work together on their home boys and girls included 88 acres
ple in this community even or write. "When a woman in improvement projects. They are of tobacco and 19 acres of garbought rock to put on the road. this neighborhood has a baby Mrs. W. S. Talley, Mrs. W. P. den grown, and 4,930 chickens,
Then the county wouldn't send It is impossible to get a doctor. Dye and Mrs. L. K. Helphen- 37 cattle, 88 sheep and six hogs
a bus to pick up the children. She has to do the best she can. stine, the two last named wo- raised.
There are a large number of When anyone dies their body men now being members of the
children that are not going to is hauled to a graveyard in a more recently organized home- Logan Farmer Has
school this year and won't ever two-horse wagon."
makers' clubs in Fleming county. High Ewe Average
if there isn't something done
The only advice I can give
According to Mrs. Laura V.
Maintaining
his seven-year
for them,"
these people, for the present, is Littell, Mason county home agent,
Mrs. M. B. Carter, also near for the "stuck-in-the-muds" to the three homemakers have re- record among sheepmen in Logan
county for establishing the top
Auburn, says:
acquaint their local officials and finished or restored to usefulincome per ewe, W. C. Howlett
"We have
co
choo
tate legislators with communi- ness more than 100 articles. Inof the Auburn community mart problems and strongly urge cluded are nine refinished tables,
keted 22 lambs from 20 ewes for
that improvements be made.
hockchairs,
nine
dining
loom
14
$489.64. Ten and a half pounds
Taking remote rural districts ing chairs, eight beds, six dres- of wool per ewe brought a total
off "Tobacco Road" is one of sers and chests and three buf- of $100.80, making a gross inthe main objectives of the "Com- fets, in addition to many other come from lambs and wool of
mittee for Kentucky" in its pro- pieces.
590.44, or $29.52 per ewe. Sumgram for the general improveThe women also upholstered mary demonstration flock records
ment of all of Kentucky, but eight chairs, made eight slip- have been kept in Logan county
this program is necessarily long- covers, hooked 12 rugs and made since 1938, Farm Agent John
range. For the present, the Com- a dressing table and stool. The R. Watlington notes.
mittee's task is giving the public caning of chairs is also listed
a true picture of deplorable con- in their accomplishments. Then
Add one teaspoon of sugar to
ditions in the state. Broad re- they made six feather mattress- oleo or other butter substitute
es, boxed three sets of springs and it will taste like butter.
and cut down a large mattress
for a daybed.

Made for happier housekeepingl This
satin-smooch, •masinely washable
finish gives your walls, ceilings, woodwork fresh new color and lasting.
essy-to-keep-clw helium!

"When you buy insurance from this Agency,

Cooperative Effort
Results In Clubhouse
Organized for the purpose of
making a better community for
returning veterans, the Jefferson Utopia Club of Barren county, with its membership of 35
older 4-H youth, united with the
Homemakers' Association and
the Farm Bureau in leasing an
unused schoolhouse as a Community Center, has been put in
condition and wired for electricity. An early project to be
undertaken by the club will be
the planning and construction
of a kitchen for the clubhouse.

Nationally famous—
HELM'S CHICKS — U. S.
Approved — Pullo r u m
controlled — Hold four
world all time records
— Immediate delivery
— Chicks now in brooders — Also booking for
future—Matings contain
hundreds of ROP males
from hens with official
records from 200-300
eggs. Call for free
Brooding Bulletins.

Call collect: Uniontown, Ky. 55 or Morganfield, Ky., Phone 239.
Thanking you in advance,
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Valentine Greeting
with

.FLOWERS

Helm Hatchery
Across from hitchyard
PRINCETON

forms will come through state
legislation and organized local
effort under determined and
courageous leadership.
The isolated and the underprivileged can help themselves
by airing the true facts, and by
cooperating with and demanding
better things from their local
public officials. Help from
Frankfort means a lot, but the
state government can't do it all.
Keep on fighting for a better
Kentucky. The Committee for
Kentucky will do its part. It
will be out in front for you until the state no longer has to
apologize for itself.
Letters to this column should
be addressed care of the "Committee for Kentucky", 427 South
Fourth Street, Louisville 2, Kentucky.

Ready Made Tobacco Plant Bed Covers
9 feet wide 100 feet long
well made, ready to use
12 feet wide,100 feet long
with eyelets.

FINKEIS

* Where Your

'.I.'f. ii C P. '1,24'
iiiiii010111101W1111111111111111111111.11111111.111111110111111MNIMU141111111111111.111MUM.

,Peetisay fibincibe spring without robins and violets and new Easter)
hats, but we say it can't be spring without a new dress!... and we're
lure yovril agree when you see our new rayon crepes! Two-piece and
lone-piece tityles with floi ers all about—And navy, too, so charmingly
poised in its plain tailored way... and all of therm right there with
jbeir style-wise announcement:-Spring's hare nowl"—

\
1
1
4

Leaders Named For
Red Cross Drive

livestock Market
The market was steady compared with sales a week ago on
the Princeton Livestock Market
Monday, it was reported by
Brad Lacey, Manager. Total head
Brad Lacey, manager. Total head
at $16; No. 1 veal, $17.10 and
hogs, $14.43. All fat hogs, 145
to 435 pounds, sold at ceiling
prices.

Caldwell Service
Men Discharged

Robert T. Nuckols, ARM2c(T),
(Continued from Page One)
N. Highland Avenue, and EuMrs. D. W. Satterfield, Mrs. E.
gene Jones, MOMM3c, Route 3,
B. Williamson, Mr. William L
were honorably discharged from
Jones; Grooms Lane, Mrs. L P.
the naval scrvice February 4 at
Hopper.
Great Lakes, Ill.
Dulaney, Melvin Holt, Mrs.
• • •
Carney Carter; Hollingsworth,
Tandy, 'AMM2c,
M.
George
Mrs. 011ie Cummins; Wilson
son of Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Tandy,
Warehouse Road, Mrs. Labe HoN. Seminary street, has been
gan, Miss Sara C. Hobby; Vardischarged from the
honorably
Garland
Mrs.
Road,
mint Trace
Naval Personnel Separation CenTandy; Old Fredonia Road, Mrs.
ter, Memphis, Tenn. He spent 37
(Continued' from Page One)
J. D. Wylie; Lakewood, Mrs.
of
Charles Elder, Mrs. Cook Oliver; shown their confidence in the months in the service, 19
ETO.
Lewistown, L. L. Stallins, Wal- Bourbon county solon, electing which were spent in the
also lives here.
ter Glass; Eddyville Road, Mrs. him as their representative more His wife, June,
• • •
Bernard Jones; Crider, Mrs. Ray- times than any other man in all
history of
William B. Green, CM3c, Fremond Phelps, Mrs. Norral Hooks, the long and glorious
that famous region which has donia, Route 3, was among KenMrs. H. K. Williams.
in tucky men discharged from the
White School, C. K. McNeely, had for its representatives
besides Clay, such naval service at Great Lakes,
House,
the
Floyd
Mrs.
Olney,
Orange;
D.
Z.
John H. Crittenden, Ill, last week-end.
Creekmur; Piney Grove, Mrs. noted men as
Breckenridge, James B.
Woodrow Thomas, Mrs. Hubert John C.
Beck, Jo C. S. Blackburn, W.
'Alexander; Mt. Hebron, Mrs.
Ontario Hens Speedup
C. P. Breckenridge and J. CampEdgar Milton; Hickory Ridge,
Toronto —07')— Ontario hens
Cantrill.
bell
W. D. Orange; Hall, Mrs. A. N.
eggs last year
In a telephonic conversation laid 2,338 million
Horning, Mrs. Joel Boitnott,
provinces in
Canada's
lead
to
Washingfrom
with this writer
proEverett Creasey; Old Quinn,
increased
for
campaign
the
ton last weekend, Mr. chaprnan
Mrs. Donald Roberts, Miss Alta
export. Despite a 30
said he "was seriously consider- duction for
Towery, Mrs. Roy Tayloe; Libin labor supply,
ing making the race" for'the percent decline
Ontario's agriculture production
erty, Mrs. Claude Jackson, B. Senate seat.
60 percent over
M. Gif ens; Cobb, Mrs. W. S.
He emphatically denied there in 1945 jumped
Robinson, Mrs. V. T. White, is any hook-up or agreement of 1944.
Chester Cravens.
any kind existing between him- tic candidates should be known
Friendship, Mrs. J. L. Hayes, elf, Congressman Earle Clements,
ere the Ides of March are upon
Mrs. Orland Newsom; Claxton, of Morganfield, and State Repreus. It does not appear to this
John Laws, Mrs. Chester Stal- sentative John Y. Brown which
writer there is the slightest
lins; Cross Roads, Mrs. W. S. has for its purpose the advancechance Keen Johnson and Virgil
Hunsaker; Pool, N. B. Haile, ment of Chapman to the Senate, Chapman, long-time close friends
ts. Loyd Oden; Lebanon, Mrs. the nomination of Clements for and political allies, will enter a
D. Taylor, Mrs. Vernon Tay- Governor and the election of primary for the same office,
lor; Pleasant Grove, Mrs. Nora Brown to the House seat which now or later.
Wilson, .Hinkle Rogers; Scotts- would thus be vacated by ChapBelieve Stanfill To Get
burg, Mrs. Harold Smith; Drip- man.
ping Springs, Mrs. A. H. Oliver,
Talk of such a tie-up has been GOP Nomination Unopposed
Friends at Louisville Tuesday
Mrs. Willie Wyatt; Shady Grove, rife around Frankfort for the
Mrs. Vera Drennan.
last several weeks and it is be- appeared confident U. S. SenaFarmersville, Mrs. J. D. Asher, liever a cetainty that Mr. Brown tor W. A. Stanfill would obtain
Mrs. Leonard Oates, Mr. R. T. would run for Congress this without opposition in the AugThompson, Mrs. J. W. McChes- summer, if the Chapman seat ust 3 primary the Republican
ney; Haw Ridge, Mrs. Kermit should appear to be availzble to nomination for the Senate to
Cannon, Mrs. A. M. Calvert; him. Judge Boone Hamilton, of fill out former Senator A. B.
of 2
Creswell, Mack Rustin, H. 0. Franklin county, is the latest Chandler's unexpired term
Beckner, Paul Vinson; Rufus, candidate described by friends years. Stanfill, himself, declined
opinMrs. Delmar Kemp, Raymond as "certain" to run for the to affirm the widespread
candidate.
Sigler; Briarfield, Floyd Young, Chapman seat, in event the lat- ion he would be a
Calvin Oates, Mrs. Marvin Sig- ter gets into the Senate race.
As recently as last Saturday,
ler; Walnut Hill, Mrs. Charlie
Sigler; Freewill, Mrs. William after the Chapman boom had
Coleman, Mrs. Mack Sheridan; been fairly launched by the
Enon, Ancil Vinson, J. C. Vin- daily newspapers, several leaders in Democratic ranks in
son.
Good Springs, Arthur Wiggin- western Kentucky who previouston, L. C. Nelson; Hickory ly had shown little interest in
Grove, Mrs. C. A. Wilson, Mrs. the forthcoming primary election
Henry M. Turley; Flat Rock, for the Senatc seat,, voiced their
Governor
Mrs. W. C. Brashear, Mrs. Rus- sentiments for former
been
has
who
Johnson.
Keen
sell Clift, Mrs. Henry Thompif
son; Union Grove, Mrs. Noble considered a likely candidate
demand came for his services.
Paris, Mrs. John Parr.
The name of Ben Kilgore, defeated for the gubernatorial
Boxwrench 5/16" x 311" 49c
nomination in 1943 by J. Lyter ,
When in
36c
10" Double cut file
Donaldson, and now an employe'
of the Eastern Dark Fired ToClaw Hammer 16-oz. $1.10
Hopkinsville
bacco Growers Association, also,
has been mentioned frequently'
Keyhole Saw 7" blade 29c
visit
in connection with the Senate
31c
8" Battery pliers
contest but Mr. Kilgore is beby friends here to:
lieved
The Store for
Screw-driver 4"x4" 46c
prefer making another effort to
Cold chisel ;4" it 6%," 45c
be Governor, if he enters the
Fashionable Women
political lists again.
wrench
End
It is expected that definite
94c
'Vs" a 15/16"
announcements of candidacies

Chapman Seen In
Senate Race

4
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In Memory Of
In memory of my Son, L. D.
Pickens, Jr., who was reported
killed in action over Holland
April 5,.1945.
My dear, you've gone before me,
Across the Deep Divide;
And though. I grieve at your departing; and miss you by my
side,
I must rejoice in your attaining,
The land where you abide,
In God's full presence;
Glorified, with honored saints;
Celestial joy is in your heart —
You have not died.
I loved you here;
I mourned at our parting,
But I love you better so.
You have advanced above,
Beyond me;
Free of sin and woe,
Your heart is pure,
Your life is filled with sweetness, and you know,
The Blessedness of Christ's own
likeness,
Which I cannot, below.
My dear, the day I cross to meet
you, I shall rejoice to go.
His mother,
Mrs. Myrtle Pickins

Carl's
910 S. Main St.

will be made soon, to clarify the
picture and set the stage for this
summer's primary. Whether the
Senate field will be left free and
open to the Bourbon statesmanscholar or be filled by the entry
of several well known Democra-

/ More Die In
Parked Motor Cars
Seven more west Kentuckians
lost their lives in closed automobiles within the last week,
bringing the total to 12, including the five who died in an
ambulance stalled in a creek
near Cadiz Monday, Feb. 4.
Four persons, two men and
two women were carbon monoxide victims in a car parked
in front of an Owensboro home
Saturday night and three others.
a woman and two men, died
similarly 12 miles from Madisonville Monday morning. The
Owensboro dead were Miss June
Taylor, Mrs. Alberta C. Hurm,
Joseph Murphy and Louis DamM O'Bryan. The Madisonville
victims: George Hill, 33; Miss
Madaline Ray, 30, and Floyd
Williamson, 37.

Served On Cargo Ship
John C. Gill, seaman, first
class, USNR, Fredonia, Route 3,
served on the USS Arcturus, an
attack cargo ship, during her
war career.

WANTED—A lady to stay with wife
and do light house work for two.
E. R. Wilson, Princeton, Ky. Phone
2tp
561.
laundry
WANTED—Your rough -dry
work, quilts and blankets. Will
wash and stretch curtains.
also
Mrs. Otis Stephens, Wood St. 2tp
BABY CHICKS — Good Quality. Sand
for price list and save
money.
Worthwhile Chicks, 101 W. North
5tp
Ave., Baltimore, 1, Maryland
$10 REWARD—For confidential Information leading to recovery of
white male setter bird dog, black
on one ear. Phone 165.J. See or call
2tp
Charles O. McLIn.

BACK
AGM"'

WIZARD
'FLASHLIGHT CELa_

8c each

JOE P. WILCOX
PRINCETON

and Box Springs to match. If you RUSH, you
might get yours.
Yes, and while you can't get a new wool
rug, you can make your old one look new by
cleaning with our

POWDERENE
No water, no soap, but it certainly will
make your rugs look new.
You can get your needs at BROWN'S Furniture Store.

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
Efficient ambulance service at all hours.
Phone 666 — Night: 457
PRINCETON, KY.

SQUEAKS ARE
HERE AGAIN!
ALL
SIZES
ffl
Lift

$2.98

USERS

Mahan
brater
claw&
was
,'s ne

A PAIR

Princeton Shoe Co.

It will be some time
yet, before you can
trade that old Refrigerator for the New Model.

be pt
he
"w

New Arrivals!

A Complete Refrigerator Service & Shop -

6 Doz. Boys' Overalls (2 to 12)

- appoint
a it
I
Black
N, 1114
with
apt
of
Bun
4the

5 Doz. Boys' School Pants(6 to 16)

'

Hamby's Electric
Service and
Supply Company

state
, all
sod af

2 Doz. Men's Sport Shirts (14- 16)

writ
of

3 Doz. Men's Dress Shirts (14- 17)

Is

A cop3

Beesley Bldg.

Wood & McElfatrick

S. Harrison St.
Phone 707

Twin Bargains!

WANTED—Good dried onions. Little.
page Grocery. Opposite hitchrack.
It
117 W. Market street.

,
1 ton
,
FOR SALE—One 1948 Ford 11
truck. Prince Hardware Co., Eddy.
villa, Ky.
It

AT ALL RED FRONT STORES THIS WEEK
No. 2 can Preston Cut Stringless Green Beans
and
No. 2 can Mid-Mountain Turnip Greens
all you want of these twin green vegetables at

lb.

bulk

COOKIES

HEINZ CREAM OF

can

JACKSON TOMATO

Announcing

JUICE

No. 2 can

29(
11(

DEL MONTE

• COFFEE vacuum packed, lb. 31(
QUAKER

28(

JUICE

12f

PEACHES

9

pkg.

large 46 oz. can

CALIFORNIA

15 oz. pkg.

10(

package

TEXSUN GRAPE FRUIT

quart jar

DILL PICKLES

DINNER

HOMINY GRITS

BONNER'S SEEDLESS

The Opening ot. ..

per can

101/

BOND'S WHOLE FRESH

RAISINS

tsispi

10c

KRAFT

PLANTATION

TOMATO SOUP

DRIED

seedless

29(

lb.

33f

lb.

48(

California Dried (dehydrated)
CALIFORNIA DRIED

PEARS

pound 29(

seedless,

APPLES

extra fine

SUNSHINE BLENDED

Pick's Cafeteria

50 POUND CAPACITY

LARD CANS

each

41(

FLORIDA'S FINEST

10 pounds

POTATOES

29(

TENDER WHITE STALKS

CELERY

Mrs. Margaret Pettit
AND

Mrs. Mary Francis Flynn

each 10(

HEAD LETTUCE
FRESH AND GREEN

lb.

TOMATOES

29(

PINK (deliciously sweet)

GRAPEFRUIT

ORANGES lb. 8¢ mesh bag 56(
LARGE SOLID HEADS

124

large size

RED AND RIPE

Courteously and Quickly

41(

46 oz. can

(Orange and Grape Fruit)

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
U. S. NO. 1 COBBLER

Where Old-Fashioned home Cooking of the
Best Foods will be served

JUICES

BROOMS, rough handle, 4-sewed, extra special price ea. 35¢ 2 for 65¢

705 Washington St.

MANAGERS

titsdaY
*Nes
,a
th

We can make your
old one do the job properly, until the new
ones arrive.

NOTICE — It the party who broke
into the schoolroom and took some
horns will return them to me, I
will Pay $25.00 and no questions
asked. Otherwise we will have to
let the law take its course. Thomas
ltp
Winters.

Your calls or visits are always appreciated.

G. HOMER BROWN

All persons knowing t
selves to be indebted to
estate of Mrs. Minnie C. GT
deceased, are hereby not*
IL, come forward and settle
April 1, 1946; and all per
having claims against said
will present urns, duly ver
as required by law, to the u
signed on or before said da
Dennie Cash, Admr.
R.F.D. No. 2, Princeton, Ky.

Electric Refrigerator

FOR SALE — Corintr.
Mrs. Connie
Davis, Princeton, Route 2. Phone
206-M.
It

We have just received a shipment of good

INNERSPRING
MATTRESSES

Administrator's Notice

themAll persons knowing
the
selves to be indebted to
deSmall,
L.
J.
Mrs.
estate of
ceased, are hereby notified to
by
come forward and settle
April 1, 1946; and all persons
having claim against said estate
will present same, duly verified
as required by law, to Alvin
Lisanby, attorney, on or before
said date.
James L. Small, Admr. 3tc

BRING your curtains and bed spreads
to 105 Good Street to be laundered
and
stretched. (Miss) Archie
L.
2tp
Dunning.

YES, we have syrup. LIttlepage Grocery. Opposite hitchrack. 117 W.
it
Market street.

Home-Owned and Operated by

Here Again!

Shady Grove Lodge No. 559 F
and A. M. offers for sale by
sealed bids the following pro-.
party: One two story building
and one lot 105 ft. by 111 ft.,
being in the town of Shady
Grove, on highway 139, 18 miles
north of Princeton. The building
contains a considerable amount
of yellow popular lumber in
good condition.
Bidding will cease at 9:00 P.
M. March 18, 1948. Mail all bids
to David C. Drennan, Secretary,
R. F. D. 5, Marion, Ky.
The above named lodge reserves the right to reject any
and all bids not found satisfactory.

HELM'S pullorum controlled chicks—
four
immediate
delivery — holder
worlds records—brooding bulletins—
HELM'S HATCHERY—across from
hitchyard—Princitton.

Cat yours while they last
at thew low prices!

Persona

Administrator's Notice

ATTENTION

CLASSIFIED ADS

Western Auto
Associate Store
PHONE 212

knowing themselves
indebted to the estate of the
late S. J. Larkins, deceased,
At Monday night's City Coun- please make settlement on or
cil session, attedded by the May- before March 15, 1946; and those
or and all Councilmen, the finhaving claims against the said
ancial report of the Board of
will be required to preestate
Coon
George
Trustees" of the
proven, on
Library was read, showing all sent same, properly
disbursements and receipts for or before the tame date.
Mrs. S. J. Larkins, Admx. 3f
1945.
The year's disbursements aggregated $2,681.05, while the Masonic Meetings
year's receipts, including $1,829.Clinton Lodge No. 82 will hold
09 in the treasury at the begin- a called meeting 7 P. M. Febru$4,ning of the year, totaled
ary 18th to confer the. Fellow570.95, leaving a balance of craft Degree.
$1,909.90 at the close of the
Also a meeting 7 P. M. Februyear.
ary 25th, 1946, to confer the
practhe
curb
to
effort
In an
Master Mason's Degree. Lcrich
tice of motorists chasing the will be served this evening.
to
proceeding
fire truck when
Brothers take notice. Visiting
a fire, City Attorney Lisanby brothers welcome.
was requested to re-write an
Earl Adams, Master.
ordinance, adopted in 1930, proG. W. Towery, Secretary. 2t
viding a fine of $10 for its infraction. In order to clarify
certain provisions of the ordinance, if was deemed wise to
re-write the ordinance, an official said.

Notice

WE HAVE

FAN
BELTS

Library Report
Made To Council

Administrator's Notice

lb.

CABBAGE

5(

CRISP CALIFORNIA

lb.

9(

CARROTS

bunch

Fresh Baltimore Oysters, Celery, Head Lettueu, Fresh Tomatoes,
Cucumbers.
, Bell
Peppers, Georgia Cane Syrup, New Orleans Molasses, Built Sauer Kraut. etc.

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALLATHE TIME

RED FRONT
CASH & CARRY STORES

1901

